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FAILURE OF PEACE

PLANS MIGHT
OCCUR
STATES WILL NOT SUPPORT ANY PLAN THAT RECOGNIZES HUERTA

UNITED

WHY'S CARRANZA NOT; THERE

ed last Friday. Maytorena retired into the governor's palace, surrounded
by a loyal guard, while Calles and his
followers held control of the remainder of the capital. Bloodshed seemed
imminent when Chief Urbalejo, with
1,000 Yaqul Indians, arrived
in response to an appeal from Maytorena,
who, with the ajvant. regained control of the situation. The Yaquls disarmed Calles, the members of his personal staff and many soldiers of the
thirteenth 'battalion. A number of
the military leaders was imprisoned.
All of (his occurred without the loss
of a life, but with the arrest of the
editor of a newspaper which had sui- ported Calles. came a change. The
editor was dragged throurh tb
streets by soldiers end hustled to the
jail, which he foun.1 in control of tho
guards from the Calles faction, i He
appealed .to them to save him. They
responded,' attacked his captors and
rescued him after several men had
been killed and a number wounded.
News of the situation In Hermosillo was telegraphed to Carranza, who
sent a message declaring he supported
Maytorena in his position. When this
message was received, Calles, a number, of his personal friends and the
members of the staff of the paper
published by the editor whose arrest
precipitated the bloodshed, departed
from Hermosillo on a special train for
Nogales.
Yesterday Galles started
back to the capital with 200 men sum
moned from Cananea, but he gave no
intimation of his plans.

JUNE 10,

THE PEACE DOVE
June io. A newspaper
dispatch from Vienna
today says
George Fred Williams, American minister to Greece, has sent a circular
letter to therepresentatives of the
European powers Informing them that
the government of the United' States
ia ready to offer its good offices for
the restoration of peace in Albania.

1914.

CITY EDITION

AGAIN

PROSPECTORSAND
A BOATMAN
DROWN

ionaon,

.

PINCHOT ATTACKS

PERKINS
LETTER

Washington; June 10. At the stale WRITES TO ROOSEVELT DENOUN
department It was said today no inCING CHAIRMAN OF NATIONAL
structions had been given to Minister
ICAL TODAY
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
"
'
Williams to circularize European
the
powers, offering
services of the
SWEEPS
OVER ABUTMENTS United States as mediator in Albania,
CHANGE"
and officials doubted the minister had "CONDITIONSJUJST.
taken any such action on hisown ac-- j
RAILROAD
BRIDGE SOUTH
OF count. '
' PRIVATE MONOPOLY OF INDUSTRY
J :X, ' :',
.
NEEDLES, CALIFORNIA, IS
SHOULD BE STOPPED AT
IN DANGER
Paris,June 10. A hews'agency dis
ONCE
patch from Athens today says George
Fred
illiams," American ambassador
BIG FORCE WORKS' ONiLEYEE to Greece, has informed his diplomatic PROGRESSIVES
RECORD
colleagues In a circular note that bis
AT CALEX1CO TWO HUNDRED CHI government authorizes him to go to BY WORD AND PRINT OFFENDER
Albania and Eplrus to Inquire into the
NESE BATTLE WITH
ACCUSED OF SPREADING
situation there in the Interest of
WATERS
PROPAGANDA
peace and good will among all races
and all parties. The newsi agency
adds this actiou "amazes the diplo
San Bernardino, Cal, June 10.
New York, June 10 A Pinchot
Two prospectors and an Indian boat matic corps, who regard It is Inadmis
made public the text of the confiden
man, names unknown,' were drowned sible intervention by the United States tial letter he recently addressed to
in the flooded Colarado river today into Albanian affairs."
Theodore Roosevelt, the members of
near Calzona, Ariz. Their boat capthe progressive national committee
STATUS
sized while they were attempting to CHANGE IN OFFICIAL
and other leaders, denouncing George
cross1.
Washington, June 10. Official no
W. Perkins, chairman of the national
.All along the river the situation tice reached the state department to
executive committee, as a menace to
was reported today as critical. Engl day that Argentina has raised Its lega
the party, principally because of his
neera and river men believiei the crest tion here to the rank of embassy, to
the United States
The Ameri affiliation with
take effect immediately.
of the flood is yet, to come.
and the InternationSteel
corporation
to
can
Argentina already has
legation
New York, June 30. Francisco Ur-"two great
al
Harvester
company,
Needles, Cal., June 10. The Color been raised to an embassy. .
quidi, representative of the constitu
which have succeeded
monopolies
tionalists In New York, In a statement ado river flood swept over the abut
most completely in exploiting the pubSHORTAGE DECREASES
Santa Fe railroad
published here today points out the ments of the big
organized labor."
New York, June 10. The unfilled lic and crushing
difficulties confronting the constitu bridge 12 miles south of here today
letter
opens
by declaring that
The
and ripped up the track ties. Offic tonnage of the United States Steel
tionalists in entering mediation.
in
the progressive
exists
became more hopeful corporation on May 31 totalled 3,998,- - "a situation
"General Carranza has never abso- ials, however,
terminated he-must
be
which
oarrv
when the river gauges showed a fall 160 tons, a decrease of 278,908 tons
tlo
enter
refused
mediation,"
lutely
fore' it can command general popular
to levee over April.
the statement declares. "The invita of a few Inches, due probably
support."
here.
above
breaks
tion to him was withdrawn when he
"The situation I refer to," Mr. Pin
asked what the. mediators were going
continues in his letter, "is this:
chot
Two"
10
hun
Calexico, Cal., June
WHERE AHE THOSE
to talk about. This was hia right,
"First An element in out party
Chinese worked all night raismg
but the others did not seem to think dred
headed by George W. Perleadership,
Is
the levee at Volcana lake, which
so. When, they Insist on armistice
LOST MILLIONS? kins favors the protection of private
threatened by the Colorado river flood.
they ask Carranza to commit political The river water was within eight
monoply in American industry, and
suicide and wreck the success ofjhe
since the party formation has been
crest
last vaght
Inches of the levee
constitutionalists." We are willing to
DIES WITH taking active steps to commit the par
ODGEN
A.
FRANCIS
and was still rising today.
have an armistice with the United
OUT TELLING WHERE HE
ty to that policy,
Captain J. G. Harbord, commanding
States, too. It is true that Huerta has the American
KEPT PROPERTY DEEDS
"Second The chairman of the exe
the:
on
forces
military
consented to an armistice with the border
cutive
committee, Mr. Perklns Is achere, reported to headquarters
' 10. Safety deposit
June
rebels, but that is the same thing aa
Chicago.
to recognition of labor
opposed
(situation
the
seriously
tively
today that
if a man was whipping me and I con- menaced the
were searched here today In to organize and deal with capital
Imperial Irrigation records
great
sented to have him stop.
an endeavor to find missing deeds to through labor unions, and has fre
system. Men and teams were being
A. Ogden,
'.'If the mediators, want to settle the
recruited rapidly for duty at threaten- property owned by Francis
quently gone on record to this effect
recluse and multimilthe
question tbey should Invite all par- ed points.
Mr. Pinchot then goes on to say
restrictions.
ties and not Impose
lionaire whose death in Houston, Tex., the progressive party has placed It
was made known yesterday. Mr. Og self positively and definitely on rec
Surely they knowthat nothing can
den was a nephew of William B. Og- ord in opposition to Mr. Perkins, and
be settled In Mexico without consult
STRIKEBREAKERS ARRIVE
are
den .first mayor of Chicago. He made adds that- - "through the progressive
We
the
constitutionalists.
ing
Pittsburgh, June 10. Three loads
we
foundation of his wealth by leasmatters
the
but
to
talk
over,
official bulletin, through pub
wiling
of men, presumably (strlke breakers,
im- party's
we
are go- arrived here
want to know first what
' And interviews, and. in
enons-hnIn- ing and buying Chicago property
lic
aroused
and
today
ing to discuss and second, that there tense excitement among the striking mediately after the fire of 1871. He pamphlets printed as progressive par1
never married.
will be no promise asked from us to
literature and distributed from the
employes of the Westinghouse plant.
'
Invested ty
.sisters
and
our
our
'My
and
wreck
advance
stop
headquarters in New York and
party's
The strike leaders urged their roi lowfamilies and children, I invested
cause.'
Mr. Perkins has conducters to be peaceable. Saloon keepers' in in
Washington,
in farms and real estate,' was one of ed an extensive
to
propaganda
notified
were
keep
Bast Pittsburgh
Federal Garrison Evacuate Gtaymat their saloons closed the remainder of his favorite remarks. Hej was known calculated to convince the party and
to have held real estate of great value the
public that the trusts afe-On Board United States Ship Cali the week. Wholesale Hquor dealers
in Chicago and rich lands in Wiscon useful ' and sacred institutions; that
deliver
not
to
warned
liquor
have
been
fornia, Mazatlan, Mexico, June 10 (by
sin, Kansas, Georgia, Washington and those who attack them are bent
in the strike district.
wireless to San Diego, June 'Id)
several other states. He ie said to
upon the destruction of all healthy
The cruiser New Orleans, which In
have feept a valise full of , deeds to
on a large scale and finally
industry
Mexican
cruiser
the
.with
company
property in each state, but these have that the
progressive, party fully
Guerrero arrived at Gaymas, on thei
OPERATORS DON'T not been found.
agrees with him in thesvff iittt Aa
Gulf of California, yesterday, 'reports
a result we have been 'placed
that the federal govern memt is concenAlbuquerque, N. M., June 10u C. false and fatal
position."
or
trating at.. Guaymas all available
ORGANIZERS
a
WANT
W. Ogden of this city,
nephew
snisjripilof the Navaire line. This
vmrrtw A. Oeden. the necluse mil MILITANT VANDAL COMMITTED
seems TO uia.miie tutu, wv iwueisu (
lionaire whose death to! Houston, Tex,
Birmingham, England, June 10.
jtiJSiSj isyfpjrejmring to evacuate Guay- PRESENCE OF REPRESENTATIVES
announced yesterday, leu neie
Bertha Ryland, the suffragette
Miss
mas, and wlrtreat by way of tne
WORKERS
MINE
a
OF UNITED
nlscht for Houston to attend
destroyed, with a butch
yesterday
a, using the vessels of the Nayiera
TO
Mr.
, OBJECTED
Ogden
heirs.
the
of
conference
er's
Romaey's "Porcleaver,
George
line as the transports.
said his dead uncle's estate was esti
the
in
a
Birmingham art
of
trait
Boy,"
The situation at Mazatlan continued
A
10.
decision
June
Trinidad, Colo.,
mated at about $12,000,000.
committed
for trial.
was
In
of
today
gallery,
spite
substantially unchanged.
of the federal authorities here on the
a
created
she.
the
hearing
During
the permission, of General Rodriguez, matter of permitting international or
Deeds Reported Found
Many
ceswithout
In
scerto
court,
shrieking
the military governor, to all
Houston. Tex.T. June 10. Deeds to
ganizers of the of the United Mine
to leave the city and enter Workers of America fronr Pennsylva- real estate worth hundreds of thou- sation and quoting scripture.
the lines of the beseiging "constituline indi
nia, Ohio, and other states to come sands of dollars, but not
tionalist army, many of them have into
disCOLOMBIAN TRATY RATIFIED
Colorado
strike
his
of
large
southern
he
the
disposed
cating that
thus far preferred to remain in their
Washington, June 10. The state
Is ordered today. This morning holdings by will or that he had any
trict
homes and bread riotp continued .yesreceived official notice
have
of
the
In
command
his
department
inherit
fortune,
Colonel Lockett
relatives to
.
terday. .
conrered with local been found by the temporary admin- from Bogota nearly today that the Co.ederal
troops
The federal fortifications shelled
Counion leaders and Fred D. Thomas and istrator of the estate of F. A. Ogden, lombian senate bad ratified the
the constitutionalist position across
States
United
the
with
lombian
two
treaty
several
of
days
Reese
Pennsylvania
Andrew
who died here suddenly
the harbor all day.
outside organizers who arrived yes- ago. Several of the deeds have never without amendment.
and Were found in
been recorded
terday.
Wilson and Bryan Confer
DAVIES IN WASHINGTON
The union officials declare the east- trunka or between leaves , of books.
Washington, June 10 Hywel
Washington, June 10. President ern organizers are here to aid in the Property in more than a dozen states
Wilson and Secretary Bryan confer conduct of the strike and to carry on were represented by these papers, Inpresident of the Kentucky mine
red on the Mexican situation today. a campaign of education. The protest cluding Indiana, Texas Indiana, Loui Operators association and William F.
is based on the siana, Wisconsin, Missouri, Tennessee, Fairlay of Birmingham, Ala.f repre
The secretary was asked whether the of the operators
imer Antuia win umoaa ner arms ana ground that when the federal troops Illinois, Minnesota, Arkansas Washing- senting the mine workers named by
ammunition at Tamplco.
occupied the field an order from ton, New Mexico, Arizona, Soutn Da- Secretary Wilson Bome time ago as
conciliators In the Colorado strike
"I cannot discuss the Antllla at this Washington was served on them that kota and Oregon.
that
disclosed
also
could
state
effects
outside
troubles, will confer here tomorrow
Mr.
men
the
from
no
Bryan leplied. Secretary
time,"
Ogden's
Daniels said he had neither sent nor be brought Into work on the mines. he was both a philosopher and poet. with the secretary, and later leave for
'
received any information about the This order being still in effect the He was little known here and his Colorado, visiting Lualow and other
Antilla.
He added that he expected federal authorities have been asked to t?reat wealth was not Buspected. He points to take testimony. Their re
ports may not be made for several
to be advised if her cargo were land bar the alleged "agitators" under the lived simply.
weeks.
was
failure.
to
diw
heart
ed.
Fame order.
His death
SITUATION

ALL ALONG COLOR
ADO RIVER BANK CRIT-

.

INVITATION

WHEN

WITHDRAWN

HE WANTED TO KNOW WHAT
WOULD BE DISCUSSED

AND BRYAN

WILSON

INCIDENT

ANTILLA
!

I

.6-

VEXING

CONFER

8TILL A M08T

QUESTION

TO

AU-

THORITIES
.
II
71,,
10.
June
Ontario,
Niagara Falls,
A dangerous obstruction to progress
on a vital point In the mediation proceedings baa arisen, which again
threatened failure of the negotiations.
The United States has said to the
mediators hi unequivocal terms that
it cannot consent to any method of
transition from the existing regime
to the proposed maw provisional government of Huerta's administration.
The mediators are insisting that
General Huerta be permitted to make
the appointment of men agreed upon
here for provisional president. This
the American government absolutely
refuses to accept, not only because it
is committed against recognition of
Huerta, but because it has been informed by the constitutionalists that
tinder no circumstances will they accept a peace plan which permits
Huerta to exercise the constitutional
function of naming his suecessoi.
On this point the mediators and
American delegates are locked. One
side must give way before ahy advance Is madia Some of the princisetpalis have actually lost hope of a
cona
is
growing
tlement, but there
fidence that the mediators will devise
some method of bridging the difficulty rather than allow mediation to
founder on the rocks.
Involved In the question of method
in choosing the new provisional president Is an underlying principle which
If not settled now, will certainly provoke other disagreements before any
protocol can be signed. The American government la firm In Its belief
that the constitutionalists, having conquered the greater part of' Mexico,
should be given the controlling share
In the new government that ;, the
constitutionalists are moving forward
to undoubted conquest to Mexico City,
and that to prevent such, a contingency, concessions should be made which
will make their acceptance of the
peace plan Immediately possible.
The United States believes the constitutionalists wjfth their, (large army
form thie reaL.party whjch must be
pacified and that the transfer of power must be to them t In order to Insure
peace.
Amnesty for the Huerta followers
and a guarantee of "their property
rights has been undertaken by the
Amerlcani-governmenAlso the Uniacted magIt
has
considers
States
ted
nanimously in declining to ask for a
war Indemnity as a result of the occupation of Vera Crua. Itjwants as
of a
reparation the establishment
have
to
and
peace
stable government
restored. It will ask nothing more.
Unless the mediators find a way to
straighten out the differences which
have arisen the proceedings will come
to an abrupt end. On the other band
a MexIntimations have come from
ican delegates that they will not insist on technicalities In the method
of transfer, though, they seemed to be
determined that a neutral he chosen
provisional president, and that no one
actively identified with the constitutionalist cause be considered eligible.
t

Carranza Pacifies Hermosillo
Nogales, Son., Mexico, June 10.
How a message from General Carranza brought quiet to Hermosillo, the
capital of Sonora,' after Civil Governor Maytorena, with the aid of Yaqul
Indians, had gained the ascendancy
over the military authorities tinder
Colonel Pelias Calles, was detailed1 in
dispatches which reached here today.
The crisis in Hermosi!lo was reach

the
SUMMER,
plus
Colorado river, equal
trouble al ways.

'

PRO-TRUS- T

.

.

pro-tru- st

R

.
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Da-vie-

BASEBALL TEST CASE
we per
Cincinnati, O- - June 10.
mit one team to seize upon players ot
another without regard to moral or
legal obligations, we are going to undermine the whole structure of base
ball and the game will lose Its hold
on tbei public."
This was the sentiment expressed
today by Attorney George W. Pepper
of Philadelphia, representing William
M. Killifer, catcher with the Philadel
phia Nationals, and the owners of the
team, when he stood uefore the Unit
ed States circuit court of appeals and
opposed the plea for an injuncton to
prevent Killifer from playing with the
Philadelphia club, made by the own-er- s
of Che Chicago Federal league
club.
Attorney E. E. Gates, representing
the Chicago Federals, made the first
argument. He said Killifer told President Gllmore and other officers of
the Federar league club he was free
to make a contract for his services
and was not in any manner bound to
the Philadelphia Nationals.
Judge Deninlsnput the question.
"Did not the owners of the Federal
league ciud Know or tne reserve
clause in Killifcir's contract?"
Attorney Gates Teplled: "Even if
they had known of it, it was only gen
eral knowledge and they still would
have the right to offer work to Killifer, inasmuch as he had told them he
was not under contract to any one
else."
Silas Straw n of Chicago also spoke
in behalf of the Chicago Federals. At
the conclusion of the arguments the
judgea announced they would, take the
case under consideration, and would
hand down a decision later.
,.

DEBATE OR TOLLS
APPROACHES
END
ADMINISTRATION

LEADERS CLAIM

THAT REPEAL IS SURE
TO PASS
CLASH
I

0FB03AH ANDSI'I'IONS

DA HO AN

CHALLENGES HIS COL.
LEAGUES TO PROVE WILSON
APPROVES AMENDMENT

"A RESERVATION

MR1GHT"

CHANGES WILL PROBABLY BE
ACCEPTED BY CONGRESS
AND PRESIDENT

.

.

PANKHURST EVADES POLICE
London, Juno 10. Mrs. Envmelyn
Pankhurst, the militant suffragette
leader, again succeeded during the
night in evading the police who were
closely watching the house in Gros- venor Square from which she had
been recently jconducf ing a campaign
against the peace of members of the
royal family at Buckingham palace
and other places.
The raid on the offices of the women's social and political union: yesterday, like the previous one early in
May, did not produce the results ex- ipected by the police. The documents
seized revealed few names of public
interest. Chief Inspector James Mo- Brlen said today the published report
of the disclosure, during the raid, that
members of the royal family, include
ing true) Prince of Wales, had contributed to therifunds of the militant suf
fragettes was absolutely graundlessif'v
.

Washington, June 10. The long historic debate over the repeal of the
Panama canal tolls exemption was la
its last stages today, when the senate
resumed work with the prospect of final voting before adjournment today.
Administration leaders claimed that
repeal would pass with a safe majority. First in order for voting came
the amendments to the repeal bill as
it passed the houst.. The principal
one, a compromise between senate
democrats and republicans, qualifies
the repeal with the resedvation that
It shall not be consoled as a waiver
of the right of the vnited States to
coastwise
ships
pass American
through the canal free of tolls. It
generally was conceded that the
amendment would pasb the senate,
later be accepted by the house, and
finally accepted by President Wilson..
While It is said the president will
apirova the repeal with( the amendment, he preferred that It be passed
without one.
Senator Borah, and Senator" Simmons
had a" long debate' In favor cf amend-- .
ment, which democratic leaders sup
ported and Its variations from the
Sutherland substitute.
"This amendment Is one of reserva-tlo- n
of right," said Senator Simmons.
"It asserts no right of the United

States

In

the national but reserves

any right we may have In the premises. The Sutherland amendment asserts that the "United States has a
right to exempt Its ships. That rals
es a square issue for us to decide.
I challenge any man. to rise here
and say that the president approves of
this amendment," declared Senator Bo
rah, referlng to the compromise. "His
party is putting him . In a position
where he must either compromise his
intellectual integrity of his courage.
Did not the president ask us to grant
this repeal ungrudgingly and without
reservation?"

CINCINNATf CLAIMS SCHNEIDER
Cincinnati, O., June 10. President
August Hermann of the Cincinnati
National league team, today notified
the Chicago- - Federal league club that
he had signed Pitcher Peter Stehneider
of the club. The Chicago Federals
notified Mr. Hermann last week to
keep hands off of Schneider, Inas
much aa they had signed him. Herrmann claims Schneider says he has
not signed a Federal league contract
but the local president further stated
LEGG STRONG IN TOURNAMENT
that In case the Chicago Federals can
Kansas Cltyi-MoJune 10. Harry
show a contract signed by Schneider,
O. Lege of (he Mtnikahda club, Min
he" will Immediately wire Manager
neapolis continued his consistent play
fferzog not to use the player i4er
In the trariSJlssissippi golf tourna
ahy circumstances.
ment today and defeated G. H. Walker
of St. Louis 4 up and 2 to play. A
45 foot putt at the ninth, hole
beautiful
SCION OF ROOSEVELT
marked Legg'B game.
Carl O. Anderson, the
old
SAFELY MARRIED player from the Oread. Golf club, Lawrence, Kansas, lost to? E. R. Morrison,
Evaston club, Kansas City, two up and
CIVL CEREMONY, PERFORMED BY
one to play. The best golf today was
A MAGISTRATE, WAS PER- - .
in the match between S. W. Raynolds,
FORMED TODAY
Field club, Omaha, who defeated E. H.
Jones, Evanston, 5 up and 4 to play.
Madrid, June 10. The civil mar
At nine holes, Reynolds' medal score
riage of Miss Bell Wyantt Willard, was !s4 which
equalled the record for
daughter of the American ambassador the
,icourse.
to Spain, and Kermit Roosevelt, son
R. G. Harrison, Hyperion Field and
of Colonel Roosevelt, was performed
Motor club, Des Moines, defeated G.
today.
The ceremony was performed at L. Miller, Evanston, one up. M. A.
the office and residence of the chief McLoughlln, iLakewood Country club,
of police, by the magistrate of the Denver, defeated L. V. Graham, EvanBuena Vista district. Police head ston, 3 up and 2 to play. J. W. Hughes,
quarters are located in a populous Omaha Field lub, defeated C. R.
section of the city and the passage of Jones Evanston, one up.-.the wredding party In five automobiles
attracted considerable attention.
TO TRY ARKANSAS BANKERS
Little Bock, Ark., June 10 The
Moving picture men were In force
and in the vicinity of the building a (case of the State ' against Ado'ih
small crowd gathered, which was kept Kahn. Charles Strickland, T. W. Canfrom approaching top closely by de- non and W. S. Groves, former (;"'"-ial- s
tectives and policemen,
of the def'inrt y
j
y f ,
Colonel Roosevelt and Ambassador bank of Argn.tt, c i
n
Willard were among those present at here today for trial. Tim four
the ceremony, after which the win fendants areding party lpft the city to pass the chartrfs of rrf
afternoon at Toledo
the l
tiny kr.-,
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CASE DISMISSED
CORPORATION COMMISSION BUSY
of the Navy Daniels, Governor Craig CARTWRIGHT
Santa Fe, June 10. In the federal
Santa Fe, June 10. The state cor-- !
of North Carolina and many prominent representatives of the United Con court, this forenoon, Judge William H. poration commission was today study-

HEW MEXICANS

3

-
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:

,
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Las Ve&JLoadind Store
THE STORE WITH
Pope dismissed the case of David ing plats and data submitted in the
WE BELIEVE IN
F.
S.
vs.
A.
T.
and
The
the
Socorro
which
In
Cartwright
crossing case,
A
alPURE
for J20.000 damages lor injuries
commission Is to decide whether the
&
HEART AND SOUL FjtdUiakod 1862
leged to have been received while at Santa Fe Is to put in a new crossing
ADVERTISING
South SidoPlflyi
work in the round house at Raton.
four miles north of Socorro at a point
case
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell. The
which is obviously dangerous or whe
Generally cloudy tonight land Thursday.
Colonel Ralyh E. Twitchell. The case ther the new crossing Is to be at a
j
was a hardfought one and1 brought an point where the road formerly cross
array of witnesses to Santa Fe from ed the tracks. The new crossing Is
NEW EDITION HAS FOUR NAMES
Raton, Las Vegas, La junta and other to be known as the Bursum crossing
OF CITIZENS OF THIS
STATE
points, Including a number of physl and would shorten the distance in the
clans who were to give or did give road considerably. It is apparently
sons of
expert testimony. Most of the wit necessitated by the good road conSanta Fe. June
nesses were never called to the stand. struction on the Becker cut-of- f
beNew Mexico are all that are Included
5
It Is understood that Cartwright be- tween Albuquerque and Socorro.
among the 21459 names of the
fore bringing suit had been, offered
edition of Who's Who Just reCOURT
. CASE IN SUPREME
$3,500 to compromise the case. Cart
ceived here. However, Oklahoma baa
on
that
on
locomotive
a
in con
while
at
work
order
An
10.
citizen
wright
Santa
born
June
Fe,
only one native
one,
his
or tne
bone
broken
a
in
Dakota
had
row.
only
firebox,
mandate
the
with
leg
South
formance
of
honor.
roll
Daby a fall. When he left the hospital United States supreme court In the
Alaska none, Arizona and oNrth
The sale grows larger every day. The people of Northern New Mexico
Monhe claimed his limb was stiff and he case of George w. Stoneroaa, ei ai,
Get Rid of Your Rheumatism.
know, that when
kota two only, Wyoming three,
Rosenwald's
advertise a sale of this kind, it is a "bona fide" sale. No
of
rid
New
to
on
was
time
still
crutch.
There
your
et
Now
a
W.
walks
that
get
so
the
is
vs.
William
Beck,
five,
Idaho
and
appellants,
four
tana
raising of prices in order
You can do It if you ap- no proof of negligence or assumption al, from San Miguel county, was en
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Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism Massey, United States commissioner presented
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Governor Ferris portant and vital organs. '.See that you get Foley Kidney Pills
a token of their esteem. .They also
ition and a fourth Judge N. B. Laugh-li- n
Remember how spry and active you at Walnut Wells, Grant county.
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in behalf of for your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action
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School of Mines one; the New Mexico ing rheumatism. O. O. Schaefer and $227.80 of 1912 taxes, and $95.69 of be the best remedy for kidney
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the patent of paynter for timber lands for the National Guard maneuvers ent Ralph W. Twining of Las Cruces,
WILSON ATTENDS CEREMONY
la the Sacramento mountains, which next month.
have been appointed state directors
HAleisrh. N. C June 10. With the lumber
ompany is alleged to John W. Roberts, former executive and members of the committee on
CAPITAL
President Wilson as the central fig have acquired through a contract messenger to Governor Curry and cooperation for the National Educamonument
a
ure in the ceremonies,
fraudulently enened upon by Paynter. now representative of the Hearst tion association. Conway is also one
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
to the North Carolina women of the The latter and the lumber company service in Mexico and confidential ad- of the ten vice presidents of the asconfederacy, was uneviled today on deny that there was such a contract viser to General Pancho Villa, was in sociation.
the state capitol grounds in this city. and assert that when the federal court Santa Fe today for a brief visit.
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line to participate in a celebration of in the state courts as successors of gaged in furthering the passage of the forenooni filed an appeal with the
confederate sentiments. 'In addition the territorial courts in which the bill to create the national park of state board of equalization from the
to President Wilsoa the participants case originated, and in accordance Cliff Cities on the Pajarito and
board of county commissioners of San
in the ceremonies included Secretary with the mandate of the circuit court
Juan county in assessing 40,000 acres
plateau.
federate Veterans and the Sons and
Daughters of the Confederacy.
The monument the work of Augustus Lukeman, was admired by everyone who saw it It m a gift to the
state from the late Colonel Ashley
Home of Clayton, in memory of his
mother, who sent six sons to Lee's
army, three of whom were killed.
The central figure of the memorial
is a statute depicting a mother of
the confederacy seated, with a Bible
in her lap, while kneeling at ner
side is a boy with a sword in his
hand, to whom she is relating its his
Determination is written on
tory.
both faces, but the countenance of
the mother also bears traces of sor
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WILL CELEBRATE 100 YEARS OF
PEACE BETWEEN ANGLO-SAXOPEOPLE
London, June 9. An
peace centenary ball as a preliminary to the celebration of the one
hundredth anniversary ot peace between English speaking peoples is
proposed by the British, committee for
June 10. It will be held in Royal Albert hall, where, it is expected, several thousand British and American
guests will present a gorgeous spectacle.
The arrangements are in the hands
of a committee headed by the Duchess ot Teck. Mrs, Walter Page, wife
of the American ambassador, and
Princess Arthur of Connaught, There
are half a dozen duohesseis, a long
list of other titled ladies, and many
prominent Americans on the commit
womtee. Among the
en participating will be the Duchess
of Marlborough, Countees Granard,
Cora Countees of ' Stafford, Lady
Randolph Churchill, Viscountess Ach-esoLady liateman, Lady Spcyer,
Mrs. Ridgeley Carter, Mrs., Victoria
Wocdhup Martin and Mrs. CriiTiths,
wife of the consul general.
Some of the striking features of the
ball are suggested in the following
program:
"Part 1. Procession illustrating the
making of America.
"At 12 o'clock the lights will be
lowered and Columbus with his two
captains will be seen standing on the
poop of the Santa Maria, the ship
from which he first saw America. Below him on the floor will be seen a
inhabiiprocession of the abroginal
tants of America; then the Elizabethan settlers with Sir Walter Raleigh,
followed by the Pilgrim fathers, the
Dutch, the French, William Penn and
the Quakers, and finally the signatories of the treaty of 1814.
"Part 2. Brittania followed by representatives of all British countries,
Britannia will
colonies and states.
stand on a raised platform, and the
British states will be immediately followed by Columbia and the representatives of the 48 United States of
America. Columbia will take her
place on the platform beside Britannia, and will receive congratulations
from the representatives of foreign
countries on the attainment ot a hundred year of peaca"
Anglo-America-

Anglo-America- n

Old Heirlooms on Sale
Some magnificent specimens of
Georgian silver stored in the vaults
of a London bank for
of a century have been placed on
sale. The 114 lots, of which one
alone consists of a service including
369 knives and forks, are a portion
of the Coutts heirlooms, which once
belonged to Harriet Mellon, Duchess
of St, Albans.
Harriet Mellon, who was originally
an actress, had a romantic career.
HaiidBome and vivadi!ous, she was
onie of the stage favorites of her time.
She married Thomas Coutts, an octogenarian banker, and. when he died
she inherited the whole of hta' fortune, and five years later married the
ninth Duke of St. Albans. She died
in 1837 and during the long years
since her silver has lain undisturbed
in the bank vaulta until it was removed last week for the present sale. The
three-quarte-
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wrappings had been entirely eaten
away by insects, but the plate itself
appears to be entirely new.
Most of the plate was made by Paul
Storr, Philip Rundell or John Bridge,
three eminent silversmiths of the day.
Most of it was purchased by Thomas
Coutts. One of the most striking
pieces is a 'pair of silver gilt center
pieces, which weigh 1,203 ounces.
They are fitted with circular baskets
ohasid with wreaths of ivy and acanthi's borders. The stems are fashioned to represent foliage and around
them are grouped Bacchanalian fig
tires. This was one of the masterpieces of Paul Storr, and was made
in 1S16.
A movement is under way to organize in the British empire a bar association modeled on the lines of the
e
American Bar association. Ixrd
spoke before the American Bar
association at its annual meeting last
year and it is believed that the enthusiastic reports which he brought
back of the activities of the American
organization has hastened the determination to imitate it for the bar of
the British empire.,
It has long been recognized that
the English bar sorely needs such an
organization, which would meet at
stated times for the discussion of
questions of the highest interests to
the profession and it is deemed unworthy of a bar with such traditions
that it should not enjoy the opportunities afforded by an organization
like the American Bar association.
The tbaf council meets once a year for
half an hour to adopt its annual report
and pass votes of thanks,, but this does
not correspond with the great annual
conventions of the American organization.
The movement will begin with the
bar of England, then the bars of the
United Kingdom will be taken in and
Ultimately it is planned to include the
dominions and colonies. It is expected that the definite proposals of the
organizations will be submitted to the
English bar in a short timet
llal-dan-

The railroad world here is watching with great interest the efforts of
H. W. Thornton, the American general manager of the Great Eeastern
road, to speed up. the services of that
Una That much of tha ill feeling
which greeted his appointment has
worn1 away is indicated by the fact
that he ha9 been appointed a member
of the general managers conference,
the first time that anyone not a British subject has been elected to that
organization. Thanks to the efforts

of the new general manager the towns of the far east during his ten years
served by the Great Eastern- - are now service in Asia.
getting their Sunday paipers many
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Swett motoring
hours sooner than in the past.
from Los Angeles to New York also
Railway experts predict that Thorn, declared the museum the most interton will have no difficulty in better esting place they had thus far visited.
ing the times of the express trains of They found the roai of northern Ari
rival lines as the Great Eeastern does zona fairly good. Other visitors to
not have to surmount the same grad- the museum today were;
Kathryn
ients as its competitors. One of the McNutt, Lamy; Mrs.
F. Mornssette
curious anomalies of British railways of East Las Vegas; Mrs. B. S. Saun-C- .
is the great
difference in average dors, Mountainair;
W. Fhilhous,
train spttxis on the various lines. Pueblo, Colo.; Mrs J. A. Root, and
Physical limitations account for much son, Albuquerque; Mrs. J. S. Utter,
of tho low speed on the southern
Wenatchee, Wash.
linos, but the gradients and length of
ruus on the Great Eastern
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
will give the American expert an ex- by local
applications, as they cannot
.

non-sto-

p

cellent chance to make some express reach the diseased
portion of the ear.
train records.
There Is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
While experts continue to discuss remedies. Deafness is caused by an
the practicability of M. Bachelet's aer- inflamed condition of the mucous linially suspended railway7, J. Esson, a ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
Birmingham manufacturer, announces this tube Is Inflamed you have a rumthat ho has invented a train which bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
will travel &00 miles an hour, 200 when it is entirely closed. Deafness is
miles faster than the Bachelet train. the result, and unless the inflammaThis latest invention is of the mono- tion can be taken out and the tube
rail type, but has one of the Bachelet restored to its normal condition, hearfeatures inasmuch as it will fly after ing will be destroyed forever; nine
attaining a certain speed. It does not cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
rely for levitation on magnetic repul- which is nothing but an Inflamed consion, but on the principles of aviation. dition of the mucous surfaces,
It will be a hybrid of a street car and Wo will give One Hundred Dollars
an aeroplane with an overhead trolley for any case of Deafness (caused by
and propellers. The model is driven catarrh) that cannot be cured by
by electricity. The inventor claims Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for curcu- that it can attain a speed of BOO lars, free,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
miles an hour with ease and safety
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
and he expects to give a demonstraTake Hall's Family Pills for consti
tion soon with a working model.
The train is connected, with the pation. Adv.
cable at either extremity by rods
terminating in flanged wheels, these
rods serving to convey current to mo NEW MAGAZINE WELL
tors fore and aft The inventor dte- clares that the train is so designed
RECEIVED IN STATE
that when it has attained a sufficient
velocity it will lift itself from the velocity buffer springs and flji. This "ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY," NEW
he claims will mean a huge saving in
PUBLICATION, RECEIVED SY
maintenance charges.
DIRECTORS OF MUSEUM
Mrs. Mary Buller, who has taken
up flying as a profession, is planning
to drop literally on her friends for
afternoon teas from the ground where
she Is stationed as a racing pilot
Mrs. Buller has just returned from
France, whena she underwent a long
course of training in preparation for
her present post as flying representative of an aeroplane manufacturing
concern. She has entered for the
aerial derby around. Lonbn and will
be the first woman who has ever competed in the race. Mrs. Buller says
she never loses her head but freqluent-lloses her temper when she gets in
a tight place. She has been flying
for three years and has never had a
serious accident She explains that
she was forced Into the flying game,
but by circumstances she could, not
resist She was living quietly in the
country near Shoreham on a farm a
part of which was acquired for on
aerodrome and later a waterplane station was erected near her home. This
Mrs.
proximity proved too much and
Buller soon took up flying, .first as a
fad, ibut as she increased In proficiency she adapted at as a profession.
y

REMINESCES
Henry
of Baton, but formerly of the New
Mexico Military Institute and the Brit
ish army and navy, today in viewing
the replica of Bent Fort in the
Mexico museum recalled how a
Kc
few years ago he was one of a British regiment besieged in a fort in Af
ghanistan that was built of adobe
and somewhat resembled! the old fron
tier post on the Santa Fe trail. The
British were besieged by tribesmen
and had given np hope of relief when
hetlographio signals thrown with
ten inch mirror summoned reinforce
Brooker
ments 70 miles away.
marched with his regiment over the
Himalayas into northern Hindustan
and along the base of those mountains
into Burmah. He also visited. Tibet,
Mandalay, Colombo and other cities
RATON

CITIZEN

Santa Fe, June

Motion Throughout the Universe.

I
as nurft as the dew orr m nearli
Impurities It. m
blossom, as powerful a the heroic work
You need
searcning as ine peremptory
u'hl! wonderful blood purifier ii all action, of nature,of as
the most exact science.
It starts Into motion billions of cells In tbe demand
Insist upon getting S. 8. S.,
and
Ask for
body.
liver, lungs and throughout the flushes
the world'a cure for all disorders of the
Everything Is kept on tbe muse, circula- blood.
your blood, gives your entire blood
For private, personal advice on stubborn
tion a fine thorough bath. It Just naturevery chronic rheumatism write at once to tha
ally and In a twinkling Irrigates
Into
In
every Swift Specific Co., 222 Swift Building, Atatom
your body. It rushes
cell, causes every bone, muscle, ligament,
Their medical department Is
Ga.
to lanta,
nerve
mucous
surface and every
tendon,
and la
on all blood diseases,
famous
thrill with freedom, with health, with new- equipped
to make personal blood tests, apfound springiness.
authorities.
medical
the
highest
And best of all, 8. 8. 8. thoueh a power-Jul- , proved by
8. today,
searching, overwhelming enemy to dis- - Get a bottle of & 8.

there are slmi of blood
' If using
S. 8. 8. at once.

n

A

J

True to Nature in Its Action and Welcome to
the Stomach.

I

illustrated article. "Masterpiece of
American
Aboriginal
Work," by Dr. William H. Holmes,
head of the National museum aal also
president of tbe managing committee
of the School of American Archaeol
ogy at Santa Fa "Archaeological re
search is the great retriever of humoa
history," is the first sentence of the
contribution by Dr. Holmes and the
first in the new magazine. The article tells of the stucco masterpieces
in the ruins of Izamal, Palenque and
Labna, cities of the ancient Mayas
among which the School of American
Archaeology is doing such monumental work. The superb full and
had half page illustrations in half-tonfrom photographs and pen and ink
sketches are the equal of the illustrations that have made the National
Geographical Magazine so popular
and noteyorthy.
Edward Kennard Rand tells of the
School of Classical Studies of the
American Academy in Rome, which
is a sister school of that at Santa Fe.
The pictures of the Villa Aurelia,
where the new quarters of the school
are located, as well as the new building now under construction, bring out
fully the beauty and impressiveness
of the new location.
"The Visitation at Pistola by Luca
DaJIa Robbia," by Professor Alljaa
Marquand of Princeton is a contribution to the history of art in the
early Renaissance and is superbly illustrated
with reproductions from
that notable sculptural group in the
church of S. Giovanni Fourcivitas at
Pistoia. Professor Marquand discusses
learnedly and interestingly the probable authorship ot this beautiful work
or art almost 500 years old;.
Linking art with archaelogy, bountifully illustrated and treating its subject in popular yet accurate and dignified manner, Art and Archaeology
should at once take a high rank in
the magazine worm. Its editors are
yell known in New Mexico and Santa
Fe. David Moore Robinson of Johns
Hopkins university, the general editor,
was in Santa Fe only a few weeks
ago to lecture on the buried cities of
Asia Minor; Dr. Mitchell Carroll of
Washington, D. C, the managing edl
tor, has been a frequent visitor and
has lectured repeatedly in the Old
Palace, as has also Dr.. H. Rushton
Faircloughof Leland Stanford Univer
sity, who is a contributing editor, as
is also Dr. Albert T, Clay of Yale who
will lecture in Santa Fe this summer,
and Professor F. W. Hodge, another
frequent New Mieixlco visitor. Dr. Wil
liam H. Holmes, chairman of the
board of managers of the Santa Fe
school, is the art editor, and Allan
Marquand of Princeton, chairman of
the management of the medieval and
renaissance studies, Is advisory editor.
Ralph Van Deman Magoffin of Johns
Hopkins la associate editor and other
contributing editors are: Charles H.
Weller of the University of Iowa,
Charles T. Currelly of the Doyal On
tario museum and George H. EdgieJl
of Harvard.
,
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Its use a protection and a
guarantee against alum

Sleeps Blood iovmg
Drives Out Impurities

All
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Santa Fe, June 10. The first num
ber of Art and Archaelogy, the new
popular publication of the Archaeological Institute' of America, was re
ceived today by the New Mexico mu
seum. In contents, text, illustration
and typography it bears out the prom
ise held out by those who originated
the idea and are now putting it in
execution.
The place of honor is given to an

ECZE1

COVER EO

ENTIRE SCALP
Spread to Body, Limbs, Back and
Ears. If Scratched Would Bleed
and Smart. Cuticura Soap and
.

Ointment Completely Cured
D. No. 2, Sunfleld, Mich.
"I was
troubled with eczema. It began with a sore
on the top of tbe scalp, broke out as a pimple
and grew larger until it was a
large red spot with a crust
or scab over it. This became
larger finally covering the
.r
a
3
entire scalp and spread to
parts of the body,
J different
the limbs and back and In the
ears. These sores grew larger
gradually until some were as
large as a quarter of a dollar.
They would Itch and If scratched they would
bleed and smart. The clothing would Irritate them at night when it was being removed causing them to itch and smart so I
could not sleep. A watery fluid would run
from them. My scalp became covered with
a scale and when tha hair was raised up it
would raise this scale; the hair was coming
out terribly. My scalp and body Itched all
i
the time.
After using Cuticura Soap and Ointment
we
could
notice a great
two
with
applications
difference. My way of using the Cuticura
Soap and Ointment was to apply the Ointment to tbe sores and all over the scalp, then
after I would wash the sores and scalp with
the Soap. la month's time I was completely curtd." (Signed) Mrs.' Bertha
Underwood, Jan. 8. 1913.
Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
50c. are "sold everywhere. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-- p. Skin Book. Ad"Cuticura. Dept. T. Boston.".
dress post-cur- d
VMea who share and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will find It best for skin and scalp.

B. F.

Tickets on sale

Los Angeles

or San

June 1st. to Sept. 30th, 1914

Diego, via

Santa Fe or El Paso

$48.50

Los Angeles or San Diego, via Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueb
lo and Salt Lake, in either direction
$35.00
Saa Francisco, via above routes
$55.00
San rranclsco
.
$63.40
San Francisco, via Portland or Seattle in either direction
$77.60
San Francisco On special days and for shorter limit this route
can be used for
$72.50
;

;

Make your

Arizona.

trip complete by a visit to the Grand Canyon of
Side ride from Williams, Ariz., for

Tickets are first class, liberal stop overs permitted.
information at ticket office or by writing me.

D. L.

Further

DATCHELOfl, Agent

For An Impaired Appetite.
To Improve the appetite and
strengthen the digestion try a few
doses of Chamberlain's Tablets. Mr.
J. H. Seltz, of Detroit, Mich., says:
"They restored my appetite when impaired, relieved me of a bloated feeling and caused a pleasant and satisfactory movement of the bowels." For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

Paul Lacassaaigne, being the sole heir
and he was appointed executor without bond.
feubscribe

for The Opnc.

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Profesional Health Culture for Ladles
General Massage, Hair and Bcalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mani-.- .
cure, Chiropody.
ESTATES OFFERED FOR PROBATE
Steam Laundry Building
In tiie probate
Phone Vegas 128
, Santa Fo, June 10.
court today the petition of Dr. C. O. Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Harrison to be appointed administra- L VeKas,
New Mexisw
tor of the estate of Mrs. H. 11. Perry,
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
recently found dead in her home on
College street, was presenteL' The
Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
estate is appraised at $3,800 and a
son, F. O. Perry, of Antwerp, O., ap- Office Hours 9 to 12 a. nu 1 to 5 p. m.
Residence Phone Main 334
pears to be the only heir and not being a resident Is ineligible for adminDR. F. B. HUXMANN
istrator, although he will appeal to
Dentist
the district court from the action of
Dental work of cny description at
the probate court,
moderate prices
'E. A. Johnson as the administrator
of the estate of his sister, Christine! Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411.
Johnson, filed an inventory totaling
$1,057. Benito Alarid and Harry S.
Bowman were appointed appraisers of
MONUMENT CO
the estate and an order was entered
Albuquerque, N. M.
permitting Johnson to pay over bal
13 Tears Practical Experience.
ances! in his hands to his mother, Mrs;.
E. A. JONES
S. J. Johnson of Hollister, Masa.
W. W. BffWERa
Mrs. Josephine Kinsell, guardian of
HUNKER A HUNKER
Charles W. Dudrow, Jr., filed her reGeorge A. Hunser. Chester A. Hanks
port, which was approved.
Attorneya-at-LaThe will of Lucia Sandoval de Ca-'East Las Vegas. New Mexico
cassaigne was approved, her son.
JONES-BOWER-

S

-

THOW OUT THE LINE
Give Them Help and Many East Las
Vegas People Will Be Happier

"Throw Out the Life Line"
Weak kidneys need' help.
they
They're often overworked
don't get the poison filtered out of
the blood.
Will you help them?
Doan's Kidney Pills have brought
benefit to thousands of kidney suf
ferers.
East Las Vegas testimony proves
their worth.
Mrs. L. J. Meyer. 225 Railroad Ave.,
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "About
four years ago I was suffering a great
deal. My back ached terribly and was
so lame that it was hard for me to
bend over to do any work that
brought a strain on my loins. My
kidneys didn't act right and my
whole system was affected. Others
In our home had been greatly bene
fited by Doan'a Kidney Pills and I
rebegan using them. They gave me
lief right away. I was soon cured
and I have never had any trouble
from my back or kidneys since. I
place great fait in Doan's Kidney
Pills.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., (Buffalo,
cents. Foster-MilbuNew York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan s ana
take no other.
i

ra

CITROLAX!
CITROLAX1
CITROLAXl

'

First get the name down pat
thea buy it of your druggist Just the
very best thing for constipation, sicb
headache, sour stomach, lazy liver,

The
sluggish constipated ibowels.
nleasantest, surest, nicest laxative
you ever used. Tastes good like lem
onade. Acta promptly without pain
or nausea. Gives you the most satisfactory flushing you have ever had.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store. Adv.

$7.50

J

ELECTRICS fLQlROHS
A winter's day of snow tnd flush need have
no terrors for the lucky man who owns a G-- E
Electric Flatiron.
Your clothes may be literally soaked and
bagged entirely out of shape. But there is no
need of an expert tailor or presser the Electric
Flatiron makes pressing so simple.
The G-- Electric Flatiron gets hot quickly- stays hot evenly over its entire surface. And
don't forget that the point of the iron stays just
as hot at any other part of it.
No waiting for irons to heat at the stove.
No changing of irons. No chance of burning
your hand by having the handle cloth slip. Use
a G-- E Electric Flatiron and be your own tailor.
E

Las VerfasLiht & Power Co

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TOUR

might aa reasonably say that learning to walk is objectionable because
a child might fall and break a limb.
The person who learns to swim in
early life win be glad as long as he
Uvea It is not only a safeguard hut
Is one of the most healthful and en
CO.
joyable exercises known. Every nor
mal child has a right to possess this
art. And it should come early, for
children learn the mastery of the
Editor.
water more readily than adults,

HE DAILY OPTIC
ESTABLISHED

187S

Publishes by
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated)
.

M. PADGETT

o

OF THE PLAINS

ENGLISH

Entered at the postoffice at East
Ui Vegas, New Mexico tor trans-olsslo-a
through the United State
Malls aa second class matter.

ft

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dal ly, by Carrier
1 .05

Copy
One Week
One Month
One Year

.

J.5
.66
7.60

Daily, by Mall
One

Tear (In advance)

16.00
S.00
7.00
- S.75

From the Tatum Plains Democrat
comes this racy comment on a national matter, and it e peaks for itself
too vigorously to require side lights
from us: "Judge Llndsey of Denver
Colorado went to Washington on representing the strikers of his state and
on to New York to see John D. Rockefeller but Rooky refused to see him
and as a consequence he's criticised
and cl seed as a dictator of finance.
No doubt with the Gov. of Colorado on
his side Rockie H can ride high hut
noDular opinion is going hard against
Qiirh
heb handed aristocrats, fto
doubt if the state militia had been
lined up aginst Rokie II sleuths with
the miners he'd hired a whole front
page articlesi printed in all dailies
the rabble Gov. Ahausjhty
true
sperit preceeda a down fall was
and
Nero
as
men
Napo:con
with auch
and it might be so with such slender11,"
ling as Lord Rockie
--

1914.

Jamee Wilson Hall, the new $125,000 for review. It is to be published short the new recration hall is finished, and
agricultural hall at the Washington ly and will be an Important contribu- clearing is made for the putting up
of three new tents. The building
tion to American historical works.
State college.
boys are going to stay at the camp
FILED
WATER
APPLICATION
until
the opening. Already the wagCOREY IS APPOINTED
Santa Fe, June 10. J. M. McAllis- ons have Etarted to haul the tents,
Santa Fe, June 1ft. Governor Mo- Donald today ;, appointed George H. ter of Springer, Colfax county, today beds, etc., to the camp site and whean ap- ther the girls are ready or not on the
Oorey of New York city commissioner filed with the state engineer
of deeds in the Empire state for New plication for five second feet of the 15th, the camp will be ready for busi
Sweetwater to irrigate 65 acres by ness on that date.
Mexico.
direct diversion of flood waters.
-

CHANGE

IN

The Mora Gem
A New

CORPS
Leslie M. Hark- -

HOTEL

REFUND OF TAXES
COMPANY II PREPARING
Santa Fe, June 10.
10. County TreasJune
Santa
Fe,
ness who graduated from the TJniver-siy- t
urer Celso Lopez today began refundFOR TRIP TO DEMING
of New Mexico last month, and
to tax payers eight mills of their
who Is a son of Rev. A. M. Harkness ing
taxes which had been declared illegal
formerly of 'the Estancia Valley, now
IT WILL ATTEND THE NATIONAL
by the court.
of Wisconsin, has taken the position
GUARD ENCAMPMENT WITH
de
of chief clerk at the Hotel
Vargas MT. HOLYOKE COMMENCEMENT
FORTY MEN
and entered upon his duties toda?.
South Hadley, Mass.. June 10.
Charles 9. Whitman, district attorney
Company H la now making rapid
HARVARD INTERESTED
of New York, delivered the address preparation to attend the national
Santja Fe, June 10. A geological before the graduating clasa today at guard encampment that is to be held
and mlneraological reconnaissance is tha exercises closing the seventy-eeat Deming from July 10 to July 21.
to be made of New Mexico this sum enth annual commencement of Mount
Company H will (probably leave this
mer by George M. Flint, professor Of Holyoke College.
city on July 9, according to the presgeology and geography at Harvard
University. He wrote the state cor
poration commission today in regard
to railroad and mileage rates.

RED MEN IN PHILADELPHIA

'

high-degr-

'

tto

pro-form-

at-the-

.

ent arrangement
tomorrow night drills
Beginnfftig
will he held twice a week, Tuesday
and Thursday nights, and all members of the company who wish to
make the trip.- to Deming are urged
to be present'' at all drills. All those
who expect ,to attend this encampment will be required to attend at
least five drills before the trip is
taken.
According to Captain Luis Armtjo
Company H will take about 40 men
to the camp. It was announced this
morning that all those who wish to
make this trip and are not members
of the company, may enlist at any
time this week or next
HARVEY'S

Mi

Iff

We are showing these stones in the
ciystals as they are found, as well as

cut ready for mounting.

They range in hardness between the
Topaz and Sapphire.
Not an imitation of the Diamond, but
a bright white stone.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

New York, June 10. The market
closed easy. Narrow and irregular
movement governed today's speculates
Prices ultimately dropped be
cause of the weakness of special is
sues and subsidence of bullish operations among industrials.
Selling of
Missouri Pacifio and Lehigh Valley
caused prices to sag more generally
toward, the end.
The last sales were as follows:
71
Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar Ref&.
108
99
Atchison .
111
Northern Pacific
165
Reading
94
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
15614
62
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd..'.
109

mi

Call and See Them at

TAUPE RT'S
THE HOUSE WIFE'S FRIEND

Moses' Best Flour

IS OPEN

34th season of this famous mountain resort Carriage but every Saturday morning, returning following
Friday;' charge, including passage
both ways $10. Special rates for longer time. Address East Las Vegas,
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's
or Plaza hotel. Adv.

Mexico Stone

Found in Mora County

v

in
Philadelphia, June
12
sir Months (In advance)
in
time
first
the
for
Philadelphia
One Tear (In arrearf)
years, the state convention of the ImSix Months (in arrears).- ELKS
MEETING OF WISCONSIN
proved Order of Red Men and the
Wasau, Wis., June 10. ThirU'one women's auxiliary convened today for
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
lodges of Elks in Wisconsin were rep- a there days' session. The big feature
GROWER
resented here today at the opening of of the gathering will be a street parOne; Yew
$2.00
the annual state convention of the ade of 25,000 members of the order,
1 1.00
tlx Month
order. The business sessions will con arrayed in old and modern Indian
tlnue two days and will be interspers
start
been
movement
has
ed with numerous features of enter
A
union
In
Mall
Advance
for
(Cash
ed by girls employed in offices and tainment.
Subscriptions.)
Remit by check, draft or money otnroa in Toronto.
ATTORNEY GENERAL
VETERANS MEET
MeXAN'V
erder. It lent otherwise we wil not
Thora were nearly 95.000 textile
e responsible for loss
Chillicothe, 0 June 10. What in all
IS HEREiFJR SUIT
dn strikes in Great
involved
workers
on
free
application.
Specimen copies
probability will be their last general
Britain last year.
gathering a handful of veterans of the
Mexican war assembled here today for JUDGE
LEAHY HOLDS HEARING
AT
ALLi PAPERS DISCONTINUED
A lustlce of .the New York supreme the annual reunion of their, national
IN GOOD ROADS
IN
EXPIRATION OF TIME
CHAMBERS,
court has decided that it Is illegal association. Captain John A. Fisher
MIX-UPAID FOR
BONDS
to make a "man! work on SunAay.
of this city is president of the asso.
' '
:
ciation.
Attorney General F. W. Clancey and
Brotherhood of
ThA International
the
Advertisers are guaranteed
Ct C. Catron Of Santa Fe arrived In
largest daily and weekly circulation Foundry Employes will hold its conMASONS MEET IN HALIFAX
Las
Vegas last night, making the trip
ef any newspaper In northern New vention next August in Schnectady.
Halifax, N. S... June 10. Many
in Mr. Catron's automobile.
here
Mexico.
Masons of the maritime proThis morning hef5re Judge David J.
The city council of Regina, Sask.; vinces wef present here today at the
wage
Leahy, In chambers, a hearing was
has decided "to insert a union
opening of the annual grand lodge held in a friendly suit brought by C.
TELEPHONES
the
city.
contracts
let
by
all
clause in
meeting of the order. The sessions C. Catron as a taxpayer plaintiff,
uslneaa Office ..............Main 2
wilj continue until Friday.
News Department
.Main 2
against 0. A. Marroon, state treasurer,
The North Dakota Federation of La
defendant, seeking to enjoin the state
bor has arranged to hold" its annual
QUAIL TO BE IMPORTED
treasurer from accepting any of the
convention in Grand Forks, beginning
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10, 1914.
Santa Fe, June 10. Assistant Attor'"' ?
bids heretofore made for the" issue
June 6.
ney General Harry S. Clancy today
of state highway bonds in the sum of
LEARNING TO SWIM
Informed Albert Blake of Artesia,
the suit being for the purBecause of the act passed at the
that
there Is no legal objection to $500,000;
the validity of a subof
in that black night when the Em- - recent session of the legislature to
testing
New pose
of
outside
Blake
quail
buying
the
to
agreement made between a
prills of Ireland was sinking into the make the state law conform
Mexico for propagating purposes and sequent
federal
the
to
amendment
seventeenth
bidder for these Donds and the state
rptha more than a thousand men.
them afterwards under a peras to the right of the treasuomen and children were suddenly constitution providing the manner and selling
mit issued
the pame warden of teasurer,
the moneys derived
tumbled into an icy sea. Here ensued fiiim of electing United States sena- - New Mexico. by
urer
to
deposit
.
In hanks in the
bonds
of
a teiTible, a primeval contest be rrs will not become effective until
sale
the
from
Mexico on time deposits,
tween man and the relentless forces J:.ge 16, not 'i v;rg an emergency
New
of
state
GOVERNOR TENER THE SPEAKER
derived from the time
oi nature. Only a pitiful few of all claus, Kentcky will have one vacant
State College, Pa., June 10. Gover- the interest
at
senate until
u the Ut.'-those unfortunate human beings sur
to
be
paid to the bidder. It
deposits
bein power nor John K. Tener was the principal
vived. But some did keep afloat and
date, tho o
that the bonds can
understood
being
this morning at the annual
ware saved.
These were mostly less to appoint Senator Bradley's suo speaker
on
the market as par and
commencement exercises of Pennsyl not be sold
those who could swim. In the midst cessor until the new enabling act be
and in order to mar
accrued
Interest,
vania State College. The new horticuL
of the terror of that awful night a comes effective.
muBt procure a
bidder
the
same,
ket
was
dedi
tural building of the college
little girl, only 10 years old, was
source.
some
bonus from
Senator Thomas of Colorado, whose cated this afternoon and later there
swept overboard. After fifteen min
The matter came up before Judge
commencewas
for
a
the
reception
utes of battle she and a younger girl term will expire next March, is a can
on the demurrer to the com
Leahy
ment
guests.
companion were taken into a lifeboat didate for
plaint; Judge Leahy sustained the de
Later this girl, Helen 0'IIara, de
The questions inmurrer
DIPLOMAS FOR 29
formal cam
Colonel Roosevelt's
clared: "I was very glad that I took
to
Waxahachie, Texas, June 10. A volved will be taken immediately
lessons at Havergal." paign for the (progressive party this
swimming
so
state
that
of
court
the
of 29 members, the the supreme
Those lessons saved her life.
year probably will be opened with an graduating class
,
In the history of the institu- the same may be adjudicated for the
largest
30.
on
June
What mightier lesson could be address in Pittsburgh
treasurer as
tion, received diplomas today a- the protection of the state
taught than is offered hy the exper
bonds..
of
the
as
bidders
well
the
forty-fift- h
annual commencement ex
SUPPLIES SENT OUT
ience of little Helen OHara? All
The
Santa Fe, June 10. The department ercises of Trinity University.
about her strong men went down and
came up no mora All about her of education today sent supplies to address to the graduates was deliverGET REAO
were those who would have given Albuquqerque and Tucumcari where ed by Judge A. . Watkins of Athens, GIRLS!
Texas.
will convene
all their earthly possessions for little two weeks' , Institutes
Helen O'Hara's ability to keep afloat next Monday and to Mora, Santa Rosa
FOR CAMP OPENING
SALVATIONISTS IN LONDON.
With the blinding fog and darkness and Las Vegas, where four weeks' in
London, June 10. Hundreds of
all around and the surging waters stitutes will convene at the same
members
of the Salvation Army have MONTEZUMA TO BE READY FOR
beneath, Helen O'Hara's swimming time.
in London from every part
gathered
FIRST GUESTS ON THE
for
million
a
themselves
lessons paid
to taka part in the great
of
the
world
FIFTEENTH
SYNOD MEETS IN NEWARK
fold. She was not unnerved nor was
6he a victim of that panicky feeling
Newark, N. Y., June 10. The an world congress of the organization
Active preparations are going on
that comes, over eo many persons who nual conference of the Atlantic dis which will hold forth here during the
next
weeks.
three
of
The
program
for the opening of Camp Montezuma
find themselves suddenly thrown Into trict synod of. the German Evangelical
the congress will be ushered in to- on the fifteenth of June next Mon
met
in
America
St
of
North
Church
water.
deepThis is the beginning of the an- Stephen's church In this city today morrow with a reception to the for- day. That is, the camp will be open
nual period whom the daily chronicles and will, continue in session until the eign delegates in the Royal Albert ed on this date, providing 15 or more
of drownings at summer resorts bring first of next week. The attendance hall.
girls sign up for the first two weeks.
sorrow to hundreds of American is made up of delegates representing
The management through the urging
GOVERNOR'-- . CONFERENCE
homes. It Is indeed strange that so churches of the denomination in New
of several ladies, last year figured on
; Madison,
Wis., June 10. Owing to
the camp this yfar 15 days
many persons entrust their lives to York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Vir
the inability of many of the members opening
,
and
Maryland.
with
bathe
and
and
boats, large
in order to giVe" the girls of
email,
ginia
to absent themselves from their offi- earlier,
frequency in the open water, yet never
Las Vegas an opportunity, at a very
cial duties
present time the reasonable rate, to spend two weeks
PATENT FOR NEW MEXICAN
learn to swim. Thousands of people
conference of the governors of the
has
10.
A
patent
Santa Fe, June
claim that they simply "love tne
up in the mountains.
water" but are constantly afraid of heiin issued by the patent office at state which was to have opened here The camp does not expect to make
has heen postponed until Novit Swimming is eo easy, so natural Washington, D. C, to Harry W. Gas- - today
cent out of the proposition but
At that time the program alember.
a
for
Luna
in
county,
to the human animal and so useful
kill of Columbus,
this time over to the girls pureready prepared for the conference will gave
emergencies that it is a mystery why handy match box that is
a matter of service. The Wom
as
ly
. '
be carried out
bo few people acquire the art It is
club
has taken the matter up,
an's
not often that those who know how
as
but
yet the necessary 15 girls have
FOOTBALL STAR WEDS
,
to swim become paralyzed with fear
CONSIDERED
CONSERVATION
toeen.
not
secured and unless they are
Philadelphia, June 10. A naval
when forced to keep afloat Once
Washington, June 10. A special
the
camp will not be opened until July
learned the art of swimming Is never rule for consideration In the house of wedding here today was that of Miss
The
girls need this kind of an out
Edith Shaw, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
forgotten. A swimmer never be- the administration conservation promore than the boys and
comes too old and seldom becomes gram consisting of five bills was George E. Shaw, and Ensign John P. ing probably
of spending two weeks
this
oDDOrtunlty
TJ.
S. N. During his attendtoo physically Incapacitated to float, voted out of the rules committee to- Dalton,
is one which
mountains
the
in
ance
up
at
naval
bridethe
tha
academy
for this Is the simplest and easiest day. A special rule for consideration
of. The
themselves
manv
should
avail
form of swimming. In fact, floating of the Hobson prohibition amend- groom was famous as a football play-i-r.
15 is $5 per
to
10
from
rates
for
now
girls
He
is
stationed
at
the naval
calls for but little exertion and is of ment was not acted upon when the
week; from 15 to 11, $7 Pr weektraining school at Newport.
Inestimable value la shipwrecks and commitbee adjourned until later
Adults, regular rates. Parents need
other water casualties.
not fear In sending their girls up to
NEW
BOOK
READY
to
Parents should never neglect
PART
10.
WILSON TAKES
The manuscript the camp, because there will be care
Santa Fe, June
have their children learn to swim.
10.
Former
life
if
of
the
Hernando
June
to
Wash.,
Cortez, an am- ful supervision during their entire
Pullman,
Perhaps the commonest object'0'1
Wil-iobitious
B. M. Read, stay.
of
Historian
James
work
of
the
Agriculture
that
Secretary
is
the
lessons
fenr
swimming
participated in the exercises held s at present in the hand3 of F. W. Word comes from the camp that the
little ones will drown while learning.
n here today for the foundation of the lodge of the Smithsonian Institution telephone is nearly ready for business,
But this objection is ".( W.
.!

,
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Better Bread and more loaves per sack.
z

SOLD BY ALL GROCERS

GROSS KELLY & CO, Distributors
short selling of wheat on account of
the prospective bjg crop hid been
overdone caused tlje market today to
rally. After starting unchanged to
at
off, prices scored a moderate
all around advance. The close was
cent under last
to
steady

night

Drought in the Ohio Valley and in
the region west of there tended to
make the corn market firm. The opendecline
ing which ranged between
and sAVa advance was followed by a
The close was
substantial upturn.
to 1 net higher.
firm Y to
Oats climbed as a result of serious
damage to the crop in Illinois and
Indiana.
Provisions sagged In line with prices
at the yards. The closing quotations
were as follows: tft.r
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Wheat, July
Sept 83.
Chicago, June 10. Belief that the Corn, July 71;.; Sept WA.
-

85;

Oats, July
Sept 39.
Pork, July $20.80; Sejt $20.10.
Lard, July $10.12; Sept $10.27.
RibB, July $11.40; Sept. $11.47.

40;

KANSAS

j

'

CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, June 10. Hogs, receipts 7,000. Market lower. Bulk
$7.858; heavy $88.05; packers
and butchers $7.Si8.02; lights
$7.758; pigs $77.50.
'
Market
3,500.
Cattle, . receipts
strong. Prime fed steers $8.509;
dressed beef steers $7.358.40; western steers $78.75; southern steers
cows $4.357.25; heifers
8. 75; stockers and feeedrs $6

$68.10;
$6. 75

7.75; calves $6010
Sheep, receipts 14,000. Market steady. Lambs $89. 50; yearlings $6. 25
7; jwethers $5.256; ewes $4.25
5.25; stockers and feeders $37.

sac
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Big Stock Is on Sale
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We'll Be Glad to See You In Our Store
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
B. L. Rasberry of Ballinger, Texas,
has been In Las Vegas for several
'
days. He left this afternoon for a
short business visit at that place.

PERSONALS
P. A. Stewart of El Paso arrived
last night for a business visit
H. A. Keugh of Wagon. Mound was
a business visitor In Las Vegas today.
G. W. Forbes of Trinidad visited his
sister, Mrs. Edward Maxwell, here today.
Attorney General Frank' W.Clancy
was here today from Santa Fe on
legal business.
C. W. Fulton and L. C. White, both
of Raton, arrived last night for a few
days business visit
R. K. Odell, county surveyor for
Mora county, came In last night from
Wagon Mound for a short stay.
Mrs. Joseph Clevenger lvturned yesterday evening from Levi where she
hag been for the past few weeks.
Mrs. L. B. Martin of El Paso' arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon and
will be a visitor here for a short time.
A. Setllffe of Nashville, Tienn., arrived in tie city last night and will be
a business visitor here for some time.
Mm Clara Adella Llsetor Lane of
Albuquerque came in last night and
will be visitorsh ere for a short timet
J. E. Thomas, connected with the
Santa Fe Railway company at Topeka, came in' last night for a short

stay,

WINNER

TODAY'S BASEBALL
'
I American League

..

"KID" WILLIAMS

Federal League
Brooklyn at Chicago..
Buffalo at Kansas City.
Pittsburgh at St Louis.
Baltimore at Indianapolis.
Western League
St Joseph at Lincoln.
Sioux City at Topeka.
Omaha at Wichita.
Des Moines at Denver.
Word was received in Las Vegas today from Deming, N. M., to the effect
that the body of E. T. Plowman, who
died In Deming yesterday morning,
will pass through this citytomorrow
afternoon on train No. 10 enroute to
Leavenworth, Kan., wnere burial will
-

i

Adolpho Padllla left this afternoon
for Excelsior Springs, Ma, where he
will be on a vacation for the next
month,
x erikiniMA
nc Tut ft una
'
Mr. and Mrs. F."ftf Hughes of SofJ-- "
lano came In last night for a few days
visit. Mr. Hughes-- is (postmasters at
National League
Solano.'
L.
Pet.
W.
R. L. Mark aind A. O. Taylor, both
15
.625
New York
...25
men
of Denver,
commercial business
.596
. .........28 . 19
Cincinnati
came In last night for a short busi23
19 ' j548
. .,
Pittsburgh
ness visit
24
.489
23
.
Miss Caroline Harburg of Mora Chicago
.488
21
...20
Brooklyn
came in yesterday evening and will
26
.469
23
e the guest of friends here for the St. Louis
.463
22
Philadelphia .,,......19
next week.
28
13
.317
.
.......
Boston
i,
C. C. Catron and F. Wl Clancy, both
well known residents of Santa Fe,
American League
came in last night for a several days'
si Pet
visit In this city.
S'A,
17
.614
Mrs. Amala Brltton and three grand- Philadelphia; .......27
.587
19
X;
Washington;
",
children, left this afternoon for Santa
21
.571
Fe where they will visit relatives for Detroint 7 . .'.l,l.'...i!8
.543
21
Louis
St;
the next two weeks.
22
.511
. . 1 23
The Misses Emma and Josephine Boston '.' . , . .
.463
25
22
);...,
Strong of Mora arrived in Las Vegas Chicago
26
.395
New
York
..........17
yesterday evening and will visit
.311
14
31
Cleveland .
friends for a short time.
,
Mr. and Mrs. N. Fontaine and famFederal League
ily returned last night from San
L.
Pet.
Diego, Cal., where they have been for
16
.590
23
Baltimore
the past, few weeks oni a vacation..
20 ' '.565
C. H. English and R. W. English of Chicago .
......26
18
.550
. V.... !22
Fresno, Cal., were visitors in Las Buffalo .
.474
20
.
en
route
a.
..........18
Brooklyn
short
for
time,
Vegas today
.468
25
to Ney York. They are traveling by St. Louis ...... V.... . 22
.20 23 .465
Pittsburgh, .
automobile.
22
.463
19
Mrs. Amelia Loenberg and Miss Ed- Indianapolis
26
.447
na Ladenson, both of Baltimore, lid., Kansas City .. ..... ..21
arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon
Western League
and will be the guests of Mr. and
'
L.
W.
Pet.
Mrs. David Winternitz
during the
.609
Denver . ..... ... ..':.28 ' 18
summer.
.'..'.729
19
.604
Lee Crites, accompanied by Mrs. Sioux City
19
.596
W. O. Cordon and children, relatives St. Joseph ....... ...28
23
24
.522
of Mr. Crites, returned last night from Des Moiens
26
.480
...24
Roseburg, Ore., where Mr. Crites has Lincoln .
24
21
.467
been for the past five weeks. Mrs. Omaha .
30
21
.412
Cordon will remain In this city for Wichita
:
32
.333
the summer.
...16
Topeka .
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American League
At Detroit
R. II. E.
7 9 2
Los Angeles, Calif., June 10. Lack Philadelphia .
3 6 3
of condition, lack of stamina and loss Detroit
Batteries: Shawkey and Lapp; Du
of ibrilllant speed, formerly at his command was the sporting writers diag- buo. Main, Boehler and Stanage.
nosis today of Uie case of Johnny Cou-lcAt Cleveland
R. H. E.
former bantamweight champion,
6 11. 1
who failed last nitit to stay three Cleveland 9 11
2
.
.
Boston
Balrounds with Johnny Williams of
Batteries: Collamore, Blanding and
timore.
Coulon appeared to foe the mere Bassler; Cooper, Coubem and Cady.
shell of the. former little champion.
At St. Louis
R.H.E.
He said after the battle he could not
3 6 3
Washfngton
make his fists and feet obey orders
4 7 2
Louts
St
once
His
defense,
quickly enough.
and
Batteries:
Hen
Engel, Harper
marvelous, crumbled before the fierce
and
Hamilton
Agnew.
ry,
Williams;
attacks of Williams, and after the
v
BaltJmorean's first blow landed, the
At
S. H. B.
Chicago
result was not In doubt The bell
4 10 4
New York
and
second
round,
saved him in. the
7 12 2
.
Chicago
two minutes of battle in the third
and Gossett,
Batteries:
Keating
brought his finish.
Scott and
Clcotte,
The fighting was all WililamB' own Nlunamaker;'
Schalk.
from the start Coulon seemed to be
unable to solve the problem of landFederal League
ing anywhere In the short interval of
RiH. E.
At Chicago
the first two rounds, and was saved at
2 6 1
.1
Brooklyn
e'
plose of the second round only by Chicago
3 10 2
.
the timely ringing of the gong.
Batteries: Houch, Peters and Land;
The result proved the wisdom of the
Pendergast, Ftek and Wilson.
bettors who favored Williams from
the start holding that Coulon's Illness,
R.H.E.
At Kansas City
that kept him out of the ring a year Buffalo 1 6 1
.
had robbed him of the championship Kansas
2
5 1
.
City
form. The odds on Williams went as
Batteries Anderson and Blair; Cul-high as 2 to 1. At the ringside, wblle lop and Easterly.
no betting was In evidence, it was
plain that there was plenty of money
r,,R.H.E.
At IndiahalDolia
13 1
placed just before the contest at ten Baltimore '
to six.
8 12 0
A
IndlanaDolis
i
With the opening of "the first round
Batteries: Suses. Wllhelm and
the crowd repeatedly called for Wil- Jacklltsch:; Mullin, Harter and Rarl-deevidenUy
liam to "get in and (To
assured that he was capable of making
R.H. E,
good his claim to the championship
At St Louis--1- ;
.
5 11 0
title.
.
Pittsburgh
6 9 2
Coulon got In but one really effec- St Louis
tive blow during the short contest
Groom
and
Hartley;
Batteries:
Toward the close of the first round Camnitz, Bartley and Berry.
he managed to reach Williams' face,
;
Western League
although the champion was obviously
R.H.E.
outclassed from the beginning his
At Denver
. 4 11 4
A
blow to Williams', countenance elicit- Des Moines
6 9 2
-- a
ed uproarous cheers from the crowd. Denver
and
The fighting was fast and exciting
Batteries: Collier
Haley; King,
from the start Williams held the Harrigan and Black..
center of the ring and kept Coulon
R. H. E
sparring near the ropes. When the . At Topeka
4 6 0
former champion received the ; blow Toneka.
3 9 1
which deprived him of his title he fell Sioux City
few
Hlg- within
a
the
under
Faircioth,
C
Clarke,
Batteries:
ropes
nearly
feet of Williams' corner of the ring.
ginbotham and Kapps; Kline, Doyle
As Referee Kyton raised the new and Crisp.
champion's arm, signifying him to be
R- H. E
At Lincoln
the winner, the crowd rose and cheer2 8 1
Lincoln
ran
Williams
around the
ed lustily.
4 11
1
referee and attempted to assist the St Joseph
and
Rohr;
Deassau
Batteries:
exchampion to his feet
Coulon appeared shaky and scarcely Sherman, Glaze and Griffith.
able to walk. As soon as he had gone
R.H.E.
a step or two he wont to his corner
At Wichita
. 5 14 0
fVmnhn.
unassisted, however, and refused
16 1
Wiohita
preferred a!J.
corhis
and
reached
Before Coulon had
Graham; Clos- Batteries: Baker
ner the second of both men had leap- man, Willis and Crosbyi.
ed Into the ring, followed by other
ring officials and several policemen.
The latter went to the aid of the former chaimplon and drove back the
throng which was gathering to see
what damage had been inflicted. A
way was opened and Coulon was taken
to his dressing room Immediately.
Williams donned his dressing robe and
followed shortly after.
Both boxers had left the ring before a crowd, which usually Is over
anxious to reach the exits, had moved
from their seats.
For eight minutes work in the ring
been
8nd taking a beating at the hands K
of
the campion, Coulon received about
to
would
he
Before
agree
$8,000.
meet Williams," he demanded a guarTwo antee of $5,000, which was granted,
withithe privilege of taking 40 per
cent dt the i'gate.' The crowd was
one of the largest seen at Vernon for
months and Coulon took the gate per
centage.
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MIWG rOWDER
Those who have had cakes ruined by jarring the
stove, slamming the oven doot or a heavy footstep, may
have wondered how the dining car chef can turn out such
marvelous biscuits, hot breads and pastry when his oven
is being incessantly jarred and jolted and shaken by the
motion of the train.
f

To get pastry to raise and stay raised under these conditions, a baking powder must be used that continues to give off
its leavening gas that sustains the raise until the dough .'s
baked through.

TSpr,

in
X

&J

Dining Car Chefs have founaabaking powderexactly suited
u jum. is wen suuea io
ana you win
C C Ic fonllu St hlpnH of tvCCl hakincf rnWflore
llniiv raniiimmonft
one active as soon as moistened, the other requiring both mois
ture ana neat to start tne generation m leavening gas. noraaner
how moist and rich you make your cake, K C Baking Powder will
sustain the raise until a crust i formed and all danger of falling
?
is past
;!.
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MakeJIhis Bank Your Bank.

Weeks

First

CAMP

MONTEZUMA
PROVIDING

YESTERDAY'S

At New York

St Louis
New York

15 Girls

RESULTS

National League

.

Sign Up

by Jane 13

DATES
June 15 to 29

i

B, H.
5' 7 0
.2 8 4

Batteries: Sallee and Wingo;
and McLean.

A

Cordial Welcome to All Visitors

We Pas Zlo onChecking Accounts
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4f on Time and Savings Accounts
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We Pay
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Opportunity

A BEAUTIFUL La France Blue Underflow 4 Piece Dinner Set given
for coupons. One coupon will be found n each carton of Crystal Butter. The complete set will be delivered tb.you for 25 coupons and $3.75
In cash. These dishes are guaranteed bv one of the oldest and largest
pottery concerns in America and by ourselves as well.
-

Crystal Creamery Co.
FIGHT CARD
ALBUQUERQUE
Albuquerque, June 10. Plenty of
rattling sport for the fight fans Is
promised by Director Mark Levy for
soiree at the New Mexhis
ico Athletic club tonight
First and foremost, there is the ten
round bout between Lefty Floyd and
the Congo Kid. They are training
down to the lightning edge, and there
will be shifting ana banging to fill
the eye and whip up red blood from
the time they go into action until the
ending thereof.
Big Taft will meet a selected heavyweight. Impresaio Levy will do tne
selecting. Safe hands. He has his
keen and experienced gaze fixed on
two' likely mammoths now, and the
most promising of the flrsti whales
g
will be stacked up against the
Taft The latter is willing to
meet anybody or anything In combat,
from a grizzly down to a promising
white hope.
mid-wee- k'

fight-lovin-

day afternoon, demonstrated how volleyball should be played, for the benefit of the students, of the Normal
University summep school. The armory, where the game was played,
was filled with, good: looking young
women and a scattering of young men,
all of whom appeared to enjoy the
contests.
The exhibition was given
primarily to show the teachers what
a fine sport volleyball can be made.
Many of them expressed a determination to Install It on their playgrounds
next fall. The business men also
wished to show the teachers a good
time and make them feel that they
are welcome In Las Vegas. A handsome souvenir "bookmark was given
each summer school student.
The Roberts team, headed by President Frank H. H. Roberts of the Normal, was defeated by the Van Horn
team, under the leadership of A, H.

Van Horn, by the score of 43 to 34.
This despite the fact that the students all rooted loyally for their
prexy.
The lineup of the two teams was as
follows:
Roberts' Ramblersi Colonel Frank
H. H. Roberts, Major Ludwig William
Ilfeld, Captain Byron T. Mills, First
Lieutenant George H. KInkel and Second Lieutenant Frank Carroon.
Van Horn's Vandrlvers Colonel A.
H., Van Horn, Major W. C. Dennis,
Captain Harry Cutler, First Lieuten
ant John L. Tooker and Second Lieu- x
l r n
i
General
Officials were Adjutant
Stephen Powers, guardian of the
boundary and announcer; Lieutenant
Colonel Francis E. Kelley, custodlaa
of the timepiece; Judge Advocata
Tl A
1
7v rrtT JY
Mr ft
arbitration.
partment of
1
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Dem-are- e

RATES
10 to 15, $5.00 Per Week
15 to 21, $7.00 Per Week

I

YOAKUM IN LINE FOR
Jl
"IRON

MAN"

TORRES

IN

SOAIE PARTICULARLY GOOD BARGAINS

BOUT HERE 1!

THE GOLDEN RULE STORE

JACK

MAY MEET

AT

'

THIS CITY NEXT
MONTH

Promoters Cordova and Montoya are
now contemplating staging .fa,, ring
battle in this city which will include
Stanley Yoakum as one of the head
liners. Louis Newman manager for
Yoakum, has written the loca 1 promoters and' wishes to fight Yoakum here.
There Is a possibility of matching
Yoakum with Jack' Torres of Albuquerque, but at the present lime it will
be impossible for Young Duran to
consider such a go. His hand Is in
poor condition as a result of his recent fight in Raton, and it is probable
that he will not be able to fight for
several weeks. : t,s
Benny Chavez,, the boy who went
down hard to defeat at the hands of
Johnny Kllbane, is matched to fight
Yoakum In Denver on June 29, according to reports. There is little interest In this fight as Chavei is apparently off his fighting feet for good,
as a result of his poor showing before
Kllbane.
Cordova and Montoya plan to stage
the next bout here about July 16 or 17.

EXHIBITION VOLLEY

BILL BY Y.

fi

C.

A:

1
,

jj j

Cutting the prices before the goods are marked Is quite different
from cutting the prices after they are marked. The former guarantees
'
you the best price at any time, and you do not have to wait until
some time of the year, date uncertain beforehand, wnen the price
will be cut If, for instance, you want a. suit, a hai; a dress, yard
goods, a paper of pins, a spool of thread, a pair of shoes, or anything
at all, large or small, something costing several dollars, or something
costing only a few pennies, you can feel assured and confident
that you are not paying more than the article is worth, and in
fact that you have bought it at a little better price than you are
usually asked, because we are operating such a large number of
stores C70) that by buying and selling for cash only, we are In a
v
position to make better prices.
WE MARK GOODS PLAINLY, BEST PRICES FIRST.
--

;

.

WE
Pins io

and- -.

11

ARE SELLING
lc

Mouse Traps
..2c
3c
Hand Brushes
Hair Nets
3q
J. & P. Coats' Thread....-4- o
4o
Best Needles
Coats' Darning Cotton, 2 for.Bc
5o
Canvas Gloves
6c
from
Buggy Whips up
4o
ITnb. Muslin, yd up from
- - 5c
Calico
6c
Apron Gingham. yd...-- il
Dress Ginghams, 10c and 8 e
10c
Canton Flannel, yd
19c
Best Oil Cloth, yd
,
10e
Ticking, yd. p from
L61-4- c
Bleached Muslin, yd

-

.,

Boys' dark Corduroy Pants.79c
i.25o
Ladies SUk Boot Hose
Ladies' Lisle Gloves
2o
10c
Pillow Slips
Full sized Sheets
49c
Men's Waist Overalls
49c
Undiorliill Bib Overalls
83c
Oshkosh & Carhart Overalls.89o
Cheaper Bib Overalls, Men's
58c and!

.

At Philadelphia
R.H. E.
1 5 0
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
I...3 9 3
Batteries: Consalman and Gibson;
'
Mayer and Killifer.

Send reservations to Y. M.
C. A. Building or to any
member of Women's Club.

AT
TWO PICKED TEAMS PLAY
ARMORY FOR BENEFIT OF
NORMAL SUMMER SCHOOL
Two picked teams of the business
men's class of the Y. M, C. A. yester- -

ON THE
PLAZA

69ft

10c
Towels, pair, up from
Men's Suits up from.
$6.90
Boys' Suli, up from
$2.93
Men's Work Socks
&c
Men's Dress Socks, 4 prs.25c.
Summer rarasols, up from

r

'

K C Baking Powder Is pure and healthful. It Is guaranteed
under all pure food laws, and is guaranteed to please you. And it
is sold at a reasonable price no baking powder should sell for more.
M
Try a can at our risk and be convinced.

"
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D1IMMQ

TRUST CO.

'
Since Its organization this Bank has consistently and constantly devoted Its efforts to the upblldlng of
a safe and conservative banking institution.
Its constant and steady growth Is conclusive evidence that its efforts are appreciated by the banking
public. Hundreds of satisfied customers are now on our books, but there is ample space for more We endeavor to give our patrons the best of banking service In all lines. Ask the man, woman, firm or corporation that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY.

if

.

L

PAID IN CAPITAL, $114,220.00

n.

Will-liam-

WW

PEOPLES BANK

BANTAM
BALTIMORE
OUT CHAMPION COULON IN
THREE ROUNDS

National League

1914.

At Boston
R.H.E.
5 0
Cincinnati
Boston
3 5 0
Batteries:
Davenport and Clark;
Hess and Gowdy.

At Brooklyn
R.H.E.
1 4 1
Chicago 2 6 1
Brooklyn Batteries: Zabel, Vaughn and Bres-nahaNeedham; Pfeffer, Reulbach
KNOCKS and McCarty.

BOUT

Chicago at New York.
Pittsburgh at Boston.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
St Louis at Brooklyn.

occur.

JUNE 10,

'"

Washington at. Chicago.
Boston at Detroit
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
New York at St Louis.
,
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NOTICE OF SUIT

State of New

Mexjoo, County of
San Miguel, In the District Court.
Cause No. 7608.
Agnes J. McKee, Executrix of the
Will of Tina O, Elston, deceased, vs.
Lorlaa C MJcOullough, Mrs. M. S.
Finley, Rhoda Fulton, J. O. Delp, John
Parson, Wright Parson, Alice Parson,
Kate Miller, Caehlus Gibson, James
Gibson, Raymond GibBon, J. L. Johnson, Margaret McBride, Joe Johnston,
Anna Spangler, J. G. Tonge, John
Rifenbarrick, Al Wood, Clara Thompson, Mrs. Mirt Johnson, Mrs. Wesley
Crooks, and all the unknown heirs
of Tina G. Elston, deceased, defendants.
You the above defendants, and each
of you are. hereby notified that a suit
has been commenced in the District
Court of the County of San Miguel,
N. M., for the purpose of obtaining
an order of the said Court allowing
the sale of all of the real estate of
the estate of Tina &. Elston, being
certain lots and improvements in East
e
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for the
of paying th,e debts of the said
estate, and the legacies provided for
in the will of said Tina G. Elston, deceased.
Tnless you enter or cause to be entered your appearance in said suit on
or before the 14th flay of July, 1914,
a decree pro confesso therein will be
rendered against you.
Plaintiffs "attorney Is Byron T.
Mills, whose post office address is
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Dated this 19th day of May A. D.
pnr-pos-

1914.
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BESTADBANT

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Mft
A. M. Regular com102 Meets every
Monday nlfat
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas arena
third Thursday
in 8 o'clock,
Waiting member
m m.
efcch month. Visiting dia!ly welcome.
J. C. Werti,
cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; fit
vited. Guy M. Cary. W. M H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
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The Optic Office

It Will Be
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Co.
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East Bound
month at Masonic
Arrive
Temple at 7:80 p. m. p. No. I., .. 7:20 p. m
" BrineBr'
H
O. No. 4., ..11:64 p. m
iilood, Secretary.
No. 8., .. 2:25 a. m
MM

I

0.

O. F. LAS VEGAS

Meets every Monday evening at
on Sixth street All
visiting
brethren cordially Invited to attend.
J. Frledenstine. N. G.; A. T. RogerB,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
Cemetery Trustee.
4.

At a bargain, Checkering
upright piano, or will rent. Rosenthal Furniture Co.

K.s

W

W W 'W V1 W W KJ JSO

. . 1:35

LODGE NO.

their hall

Far ai

month Elks" home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
FOR SALE $18 Lyon and Healy are cordially invited. Wm. H. Springbanjo and case. Practically new. er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Geo. A. Flemhig, Main 40. Secretary.
Cheap.
Fifth street.

II..

No.
I.
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No.
No.
No.
No.
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p. m

West Bound
Arrive

1:10
I. . . 6:35
7. .. 4:20
I. . . 6:35

p. m
a, m
p. m
p. m
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Desert
7:45 a.,
11:61 p. at
2:30 a. a
J:0 a. h

Depart
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Paving and Otherwise Improving
That Portion of Bridge or National
Street Lying and Being Between
I This
the Public Plaza on the West End
of Said Street and the Bridge That
Silver
Spans the Gallinas River on the
KNIGHTS
AND
SALE
LADIES OF SECURSmall ranch near Hot
East End of Said Street, Situate, FOR
-- if
use
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
Springs. For Information see Frank
Lying and Beins In the Town of
O.
C.
R.
LeDuc, Plaza west of Vegas Theahall, Douglas avenue, on the
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
EMPRESS
first and third Tuesdays of each
ter.
Notice Is hereby given that pursuat
eeaeeseBaaaawaMaaaMaa,,M,M,M,MalmM
month
8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
ant to Resolution No. 68 and Ordi
FLOUR
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Freenances No. 72 and 75 of the Resolu
Miss
man,
Cora
President;
Montague,
tions and Ordinances of the Town of
A. V. Morrow, Local
It ' giving you
Laa Vegas, New Mexico, whereby all FOR RENT Residence, four rooms, Financier; Mrs.
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
that portion of Bridge or National
kitchen, bath, toilet. 902 Columbia,
a present for doMontague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Phone Main 299.
Street in said Town of Las Vegas lySixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
ing something
ing and being between the public
plaza on the west end of said street
you d do any
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets
and the bridge that spans the Gallinas
second and
1
J way when you
ii O
fourth
Thursday
River on the east end of said street,
evening each
On
learn how Much
VT.
or
Columbia
at
a
month
med
mjmt
O.
Sixth,
hall. Visiting
was ordered to be graded,- paved and
ical license. Return to Dr. W. E. brothers cordially Invited. Howard
otherwise Improved, in the manner
BefcrEMPRESS
Kaser.
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Urn Seoroury.
and of the material mentioned in said
FLOUR realb
i. E. ROSENVVALD LODGE NO. 841
and 75, and the
Ordinances No.
Traction
Made by GERI. O. of B. B. Meets
Company on said street and
specifications of said Improvements
every tret Tue
on
the
each
aide
part
of
track
said
made by George E. Morrison, acting
MAN PROCESS
day of the month in the vestry roonu
city engineer, which, are now on file required by law to be paid by the of Temple Monteflore at
o'clock
ONE COUPON FROM
with the Town Clerk of said town, said Traction Company, shall be paid m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
EMPRESS
the
owners
FLOUR AND
of
by
will
Town
property
receive
abutting
of
said
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charts
Las Vegas
FIVE
STAMPS
sealed bids for the furnishing of the thereon and shall be paid as follows: Greenclay, Secretary.
One-ha- lf
BRINGS YOU THE
thereof
in
days'
after
materials and the construction of such
thirty
SPOON
IT 'S
improvement- np to 12 o'clock noon the completion of said improvements MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
CCNUINEWM.
and
the
thereof
acceptance
by the
of Thursday, the 25th day of June, A.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
ROGERS &
D. 1914, which bids will he opened Board of Trustees of the Town of Las Love at Woodmen of
the World hall
SONS'
AA
New
one-haMexico; the other
and considered on the afternoon of Vegas,
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
STANDARD
or
balance
in
thereof
E
I
thirty days each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
said day at p,
SILVER
All bids must be accompanied by after date of acceptance, said other Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
one-hal- f
or
balance
the
to
thereof
hear Montague, Local
a check for Five Hundred ($500.00)
Tisltini
Deputy.
Dollars certified by some bank of the interest at the rate pf eight per cent members are especially weleoae and
FRENCH-tRE- Y
annum
from
date of eald accept
city or town of Las Vegas and made per
Invited.
cordially
(STERpayable to said town; and the bid or ance, PROVIDED that the owner of
LING) FINISH
bids selected by said town as being any property charged with the pay KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNthe most advantageous to the town ment of any portion of said ImproveCIL
NO.
804. Meets second and
EMPRESS
and the owners of property affected ment, shall have the right to pay any
curth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
of
said
installments
before
can be ok-maturity
shall become an offer of contract of
Pioneer building. Visiting members
the party or parties making the same, by paying the principal amount of
tained in this city from 4 ?
are
invited. Richard Devine.
and If the bidder whose bid Is select- such Installment and Interest to date G. cordially
K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
ed falls, at the request of said town, of payment.
to enter into such contract,' such Special tax bills will 'be issued to
check shall be forfeited by such bid- the contractor for all deferred pay
der to the town as liquidated dam ments or against any property owner
who refuses to make .payment as pro
2,000 lbs, or More, Each Del very .M...M.M.wtt per 1N fit
ages.
vided
1.000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
by Chapter 22, Sessions Laws
The successful bidder will be re
....w...25e per 1N Iks.
200 lbs to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
So per 1N Ike.
quired to give a bond' to said town for of New Mexico for the year 1913.
But in no event shall said town
60 lbs, to 2M lbs., Each Delivery
the faithful performance of his con
par 1tt lbV
Less than St lbs Each Delivery n.w.w.MMHo' par IN lb
tract to the amount of his bid or bids become liable for any of the cost of
and also to give a bond with corporate such paving. No bids shall be amendsurety for the maintenance or repair ed or changed after being opened by
of such improvement after the com- said town and the town reserves the
Harvesters, Btorert, asd Distributors J Httiral laa, tie Fulls K3
pletion thereof, in event the mater right to reject any and all bids.
WhUk Have Mad Laa Tagaa ramvafl.
Further information will be furnishLastlsj Qualities
ials, methods or plans of construction
B
ed upon application to George E. Mor
OFFICE 71 DOUGLAS AVENUE
,
may be or become defective.
rison,
Las
East
acting
city
engineer,
on
made
said
to
be
Improvements
street are set forth In the plans and Vegas, New Mexico.
Witness my hand and seal of said
specifications thereof which, are now
on file in the office of the Town Clark town, this 3rd day of June, 1914.
APOLONIO SENA,
of said town and also on file at the
Town Clerk of the Town
office of George E. Morrison, acting (SEAL)
of Las Vegas, New
city engineer, a copy of which will
Mexico,
be furnished to prospective bidders
upon application thereof accompanied
CONTRACTORS
NOTICE
by a fee of Five Dollars.
Bids for completing a school house,
The following is a statement of the
work to be done, based upon the ap- in district No. 49, Las Vegas Hot 1
proximate estimate of the engineer: Springs, will be received by the under,
la
Clasilfle ftdj. ftetm ml Ue
.Majsaag bjj eg
3,100 square yards Bituminous Con signed directors, until the 20th of June
EWT
MIGHT
tartlemla
ike
those
who
ft
verta mm,
5
talia
m.
at
The
bids
p.
be
crete Pavement.
in
in
may
:
put
part or for the whole work, as follows:
1,400 lineal feet Concrete Curb.
Mil U Ream KHFI Ml Me32
vaal
Tial pretertT
For erecting the walls and plaster
Side
13,000 square feet Cement
ftds. la talc
vft
reads
vcxl itTta logs gg
las
walks.
ing Inside.
maieae II war tfrertUH gtSi.
projherty
Construction
one
Drain
under
of
1,400 lineal feet Stone
chimney, (brick)
curb.
Putting in a heating plant
ta mi aewmater vtil
Otters. w wad sa tmsarar
All tin work.
4 Catch Basins.
";
are anxlome t fay
ooka, amtexekSlM,
lor)
auaklx
All painting.
,
vitrified Pipe
400 lineal feet
mlaeea sf MI seri, ait
and furaitwe, artleles at
&
aaisfctj
All information can be obtained from
Drain.
strsKieata.
All cost and expense of such pav county school superintendent.
As tie elas8in4 Ma. km ttM k ip t4&&.v.
TORIBIO MARTINEZ, Chairman,
ing shall be paid by the owners of
IySJt, t a
smis ttm ti
LORENZO LEAL, Secretary.
r
mw
property abutting thereon except the
mm
portion of said street lying and being M. F. DES MARAIS, Supt
ibetween the rails of the Las Vegas
Box 547.

ru
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LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regalar
flrat Monday In

See-wal-

To

Meets first and third Taeft
day evenings each month at Weo
men hall. Visiting brothers corala
ly invited to attend. C. N. Don flat
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretarj

F. O. E.
LAS VEGAS

COMMANDERY, NO. t,
cents per line each Insertion.
r
KNIGHT8
TEMPLAR
Ectlmate elx ordinary words to a line.
lar eonclava rw,;S Turn
No ad to occupy lets space than two
V"- "- 4ay in each saenth at MaAll advertisements
lines
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr, H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, EL C; Chaa. Tamme, Rewithout regard to number of worde.
corder.
Cah In advtnce preferred.
FW
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CAFE

CHAPMAN

ir

FOR SALE Handsome book case and B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
CALL FOR BIDS
fourth Tuesday evening of each
other furniture.
Mrs. W. H.
Notice to Bidders for Sealed Bids on

c

ANB

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WANT

FOR SALE
LORENZO DKIJADO, Clerk.

Job

1914.
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If you have been neglecting
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to subscribe for the Optic NOW IS THE Tin E TO TAKE
THE PLUNGE
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with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There lis no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

MlbdDDimdcBll

(Ftp

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SIX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use! All the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and

3
1

the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method; you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while

ARE COOL.

Trie Optic for a. whole

lxbor

saving-convenien-

ce

yer
is

nd this
only

f7 0I)
1

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will ..be delivered to your door.
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Mail it or give it to the Carrier
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"From the Plains'

t Tanhouser

2

Rel

POLISH

AR

neyston

H1 Mil l'l

Feature

FOURTH

AT VALMORA

Selling tit

10

(El 15

cents

Comedy
i .M..;.,H"l'H""H"f

PLANS
BY

FOR A GOOD TIME MADE

SUPERINTENDENT

DR.

W. T. BROWNE

STRING BEANS

Bottles 25c
Bottles 50c
Quart Cans' $1.00

i
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PORCELAIN PLUG

A reliable article that
deserves the attention of
every automobile owner.
.

There will be something doing in
the way of a ceieorauon t the
a
2
sanatorium on July i, according
.PORCELAIN COSE
to l.'r W. T. Browne, superintendent
for 25 cents
Regular dance at F. B. Hall tonight
of the institution. The menibtrj of
of real Kaolin it is prac
Adv.
the association in control of the san
atorium, which is maiaia'.nei bv Chi
indestructible.
Light automobile lamps at 7:43
cago business men, have responded to
AL
KINDS
OF
o clock this evening. ''
BERRIES
Dr. Browne's invitation to contribute
Electrodes are fuscproof Meteor, Terminal cap fits all
to the celebration fund. Between $250
cable terminals and many other distinctive features
Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
and $300 will be available for provid
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
ing a good time for their patients.
worthy of attention are embodied in this plug,
i
Neither Dr. Browne or any of the
Fincha Golden Welding Rye. aeed
connected
with the sanatorium
people
iu wood,' Direct from the distillery to
i selfish, however, and The
Optic has
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
been asked to extend a general invi
GROCER & BAKER
4, FORMERLY
tation to the people of Las Vegas to
There will be a regular meetinn of
attend the celebration. At 2 o'clock
FORD SALES COMPANY
Naomi Rebecca lodge tomorrow even
in the afternoon the fun will begin
ing In, I. O. O. F. hall, with election of
with broncho races and
con
officers. AU members and visiting
The called meeting of Chapman tests under the direction ofriding
Dr. G. M
members areu rged to be present
of Chapman lodge No. 2,. .A. F. & A Jonee, better known as "Butch" Jones
Mi, has been postponed.
as everybody knows, can" ride any
The Las Vegas Council
of the
kind of an animal and is noted for his
The regular meeting of the city ability to select brutes
Knights of Columbus will hold its
that will buck.
regular meeting Thursday evening in council has been postponed from this The success of this
of the en
.phase
tne o. R. C. halL All members and evening until text Wednesday.
tertainment, then, is assured'. There
visiting Columbians are Invited to be
will be .."regular" , horse races, Doi
A large number of automobile tour- - races .and other
present.
track events'1
istei visited Las Vegas last' 'night and which
good prizes will ba'er'e
The Perils of Pauline."the continu today, arriving here from both the TUT. orowne wm endeavor to
eet
ed story in film, is pleasing large south and the north. It is expected
Wagon Mound and Las Vegas to stage
CAN BEPHAD WITH A
crowds at the Browne at its regular that the average will run. close to a baseball
game in the afternoon. The
appearances. Tonight will be shown from three to four parties a day this two teams are scheduled for a
'j
conts.t
the most interesting picture of the month, and may be even larger. Next in
Wagon Mound, but tha dootnr be;
month wilj be even busier In this line, lievea he can
series up to the present date.
get the manamm
t,fl
'
vv
O
according to reports.
move the scene of conflict and induct
Ice-Saving
The board of directors of the Com
the people of both cities to attend h,
Followers of Tim Plvnn In'f.no Vm, celebration in
mercial club will hold its regular
large numbers.
monthly meeting this evieninsr in the will be'glad to learn thafiie lost his
There will be candy for the children
club quarters in the Masonic temple. bout with Carl Morris in Joplin Mon and
plenty of ice cream free for every
Business of im.portan
is scheduled day night. Flynn was disaualified body, or. vBrowne asks
Us
evervhodv
to .come up and all directors are re because of a foul in the ninth, round who comer
to bring a lunch. There
of a
quested to be present.
battle. Morris had the will be a big
to
supper in thp
better of each round, with the excep- woods followingpicnic
the
track
event
Business at the Bacharach depart tion of the thi-d- .
In the sixth be baseball.
ment store is at top notch this week knocked Flynn down three times, the
In tha evening something niftv in
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
where they are conducting a bier sale. latter taking the count of eight, seven the way of a
fireworks displav will
and
six.
afternoon
this business
Yesterday
Flynn showed his usual ab be shown. Dr. hrownn
"v wmj wc
house was crowded to capacity while llity to absorb punishment.
nner grades of exhibition
set pieces
today's business was equally good. The
wm be uged, and he declares the
store is a place interesting in every
heaviens will be
painted in glorious
way and during the afternoon music NORMAL PLAY TO BE
colors.
is furnished by VIctrola orchestra.
Dr. Browne wishes
emphasis put
REPEATED THURSDAY upon the fact that everybody in Las
Automobile stage line to Mora will
vegas is invited rnd will be shown a
be put in service, commencing Tues
delightful time. The trip can be
June 9,
Tuesday, Thursday LARGE AUDIENCE IS EXPECTED made easily by automobile. The Val
and Saturday, leaving Las Vegas
e
mora sanatorium has don wonderful
FOR THIS REALLY STAR
For the best on
8 a. m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
today see us.
wont ana is growing rapidly. Dr.
PERFORMANCE
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
Browne would be glad to have Las
Non-Ski- n
Miller
or plain
Michelin tubes
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip. $5:
Have you secured your seats for Vegas people see it.
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good the second
and
production of "A bachelor's
and Fiske
and everything needfor one week. H. B. Hubbard. Pron Romance" at the Duncan
opera house
417 Railroad avenue, Phone Main 397. tomorrow
ed for
auto.
night? If not, you should AUTO PARTY SI OPS
Adv.
hurry down to Murphey's store right
after supper and make reservations.
HERE OVERNIGHT
The Elks have postponed their The Normal is
-ALL WORK BONE AT CUR SHOP
especially anxious that
dance, which was to have been given a large crowd be
present, both for the
Friday evening, until next wee, on purpose of making a good
GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS
impression EN ROUTE FROM PUEBLO TO
account of the death of B. T. Plow- - upon tne? summer
students and be
SANTAu FE, VACATIONISTS
man, a member of the lodge. The cause it believes the
people of Las
REST IN LAS VEGAS
date of the baile will be announced
Vegas can be just as greatly enter
early next week. The Elks Flag day tained thla time as they were when
Traveling in five automobiles IS
ceremonies will be held Sunday after the
playwas! put on in May.
from Colorado. Kansas. Mia.
people
noon in the club house and will be
The expense of staging the
Is soun and Illinois arrived in
Las Vegas
attended in a' body by Sherman post in the neighborhood of 1100... Aplay
royal last night from Pueblo, Colo., on a
No. 1, G. Av R. The public is invited. ty of $25 is
paid for each performance. pleasure
over the old Santa Pe
The Normal doesn't; ask a great deal trail fromtop
Pueblo to Santa Fa The
Gross Kelley and Company today of the
community and would appre party spent this morning
viewing the
received at the local stock yards 37 ciate liberal
support for this play. sights of Las Vegas, leaving about
cars of cattle from northern Arizona. Last year the class
play was repeated noon for its destination.
.They wUI
They are the first to arrive of a lot for the summer sfludente. the Com
return to Colorado by way of the San
91 55 cars to be shipped from Arizona mercial club
EOR; VOUR
paying the bills. This Luis yalley. All members
j
''the"
the local firm. Most of the cattle year other entertainment
of
been
;has
party are residents of a single block
ill be sent to Colorado. Gross Kelly
provided for the summer seekers after in Pueblo or their
are
guests.
and Company expect another ship knowledge, the nature of
which will progressive citizen who They
are seeing
ment as soon as the present lot is dlst-- be announced
later. The admission, New Mexico at close
range.
posed of. W. A. Naylor purchased price is 60 and 35 cents.
W.
George
Davidson, district attor
the cattle for Gross Kelly and Com-ney at Pueblo and one of the party.
pany and accompanied the shipment
WANTED Clean cotton ran at this
morning stated that the' trio is
to this. city.
Optio office.
proving a big success. "New Mexico
loons especially good to usv" said Mr.
Judge David J. Leahy has filed a
Davidson, "and it is possible that andecree In the case of Bias Duran
other trip of the kind may be organTHOSE
IN
OFCHARGE
A.
Rico
Paulita
Duran. The
-'
against
,S Its
ized from our city in the near future."
plaintiff la awarded the custody of the
He
Btated that Las Veigaa had provlil-OOI- Y
three, minor children, Jose, Apolonla
MONTEZUMA
ed a splendid stopping iplace and
and Romapt 8 well as the communi- spoke, highly of .the service of the
Ity property, consisting - of a small
ANNOUNCE A
local Harvey hoas. He was also en
near
Tecolote
ranch
and some live
thusiastic at the condition of roads
stock. The couple were married in
'
In thl county.
1899.
Duran stated In his comolalnf
The names of those making up the
that his wife left him last September
party are as follows: Mr. and Mrs.
and refused to return to him or their
C. Brooking, Miss Julia
Brooking,
children.
Mrs. A. R, Dewey, Mn. and Mrs.
'Quite Out of the Ordinary
George W. Davidson, Mr. George DavThis morning at Justice P. R. Muridson, Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Brown and
3
u i--3
children, Mr. and Mrs C. W. Crews,
ray's court, J. B. Ward, a mesa farmMr. and Mrs. L. D. Beech, all of Pueber, charged by Matt Gerk with maimlo, Colo, Mr. and Mrs. B. C. VanLeer
ing and disfiguring a cow, was bound
of Bloomington, 111., and Mr. C. A
over to the grand jury under a bond
Brand of Kansas City
'f $3N and also was placed under s FUIL DETAILS TOMORROW
$200 peace bond
The case attracted many to the city hall, and the
TOO LATE Tfc CLASSIFY
Especially About That
crime comm'.tted Is in many ways similar to one committed west of I his 1
FOR SALE At a bargain , four room
BIB MINSTREL SHOW
city some time ago. The case will be
Ibouse with sun room, well, city waSOLD BY' Y6DB GROCER
ASK FOR IT
trie,! at the, session of the dNtri
With 3 Old Time End Men
ter, two lots, 1203 Eleventh street
court in November.
Address Box 214 B. Las Vegas.
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BEST THING YOU EVER USED

STEaBDS

!

OF

A FINE LOT

"When Villains Meet"
O-CED-

CELEBRATION
JULY

-

a

$1.00

1914.

1 'M"M

! '!

MUTUAL THEATER

POLISH MOPS

AR

I1

JUNB 10,

J.

T0E3

.ti

H. YORK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
'

MOliiAS

"

a Food

Why Pay $1.25

r

Chopper

i

COLD

when our regular price is 75c each. See our
window display for real values in articles that you
use every day in the home.

Get Our Prices

JLLJ1MER

Gibson Sanitary

on Refrigerators

Don't forget to have yourjurolture upholster
ed and repaired. A tack in time saves money,

Refrigerator

See

Page Sample Furniture Co.
Phone, Vegas 111

liliral

,

WATER

First and Last

REFIUGfc&ATORS $10.00

507 6th St

cl joMnsen & SON

J.

E2HZ

$50.00

...

inan ir

nox "Heavier

1

!

.

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a eack of it and tee how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
coBtg no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other to fully
equal to It Order a sack

MSdn2

MB

TUBES

the market
thread.
tires

post-offic-

tires
the
X

'.

t

&e

TIRES

Las Vegas Roller Mills

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

Jefferson Reynolds, President
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President
I S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
Hailct Reynolds, Cashier.

j

gon

l no B

WOOD

tOST HEAT

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
-

..'J Ik
.

f

Capital, $100,0005;Surplus and jUndivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Interest Pzld on

TInso D&poslto

Li DOR

CAP
J

:

,

Benefit

A!

Ilia Iloma of the Best of Everything Eatable

j

Entertainment
on

Chase & Sanborn's Coffees and Teas
Always the Best
THE OOAAF

a HAYWARD

CO.STORE

MOEY

June

ri

17 & 18

Saved by Using
5

O
j
SELF RISING

Lil

FLOUR

Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
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-

